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MINUTES OF THE 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY 


NOVEMBER 17, 2011 
 


CONFERENCE CALL 
BOARD OFFICE, BOISE, IDAHO 


 
 
This meeting of the Board is held to conduct regular Board business. 
 
Chairman Richard de Blaquiere, Pharm D, called the meeting to order on November 17, 
2011 at 8:56 a.m. 
 
In attendance via teleconference: Board members Richard de Blaquiere, Pharm D; 
Nicole Chopski, Pharm D; and Holly Henggeler, Pharm D; and Mark Johnston, R.Ph, 
Executive Director. 
 
In attendance at Board Office: Board member Berk Fraser, R.Ph; Jan Atkinson, Senior 
Compliance Officer; Ellen Mitchell, Licensing Coordinator; Fred Collings, Chief 
Investigator, and Wendy Hatten. 
 
Dr. de Blaquiere proposed that the current policy regarding provisional technician 
registrations be amended by removing the requirement that a pharmacist in charge can 
only request a provisional if he or she has less than six (6) technicians. The board is in 
agreement. Further discussion followed regarding concerns over the length of time that 
it is taking to register pharmacy technicians due to the fingerprinting process. The Board 
decided to table further discussion until the next regularly scheduled Board meeting. 
 
Mr. Johnston lead the agenda item entitled Rules Review, specifically regarding public 
comment from the Board of Medicine. After much discussion, the Board approved, via 
unanimous consent, the following additions to the draft and directed Mr. Johnston and 
Ms. Berggren to update as such and submit to the Department of Administration for 
printing in the January 2012 Idaho Administrative Bulletin, thus creating pending rules to 
be heard by the 2012 Idaho legislature: 


To rule 10.24: the definition of DTM-Drug Therapy Management: 


- The addition of the phrase “pursuant to a collaborative practice agreement”.  


To rule 011.09: the definition of Pharmaceutical Care Services: 


-“Nothing in these rules allows a pharmacist to diagnose, prescribe, order lab tests or 
conduct complete physical exams beyond what is statutorily allowed or allowed by a 
collaborative practice agreement.” 


“-including the performance of health screening activities that may include, but are not 
limited to, obtaining finger-stick blood samples” is added to 09.a. 


-The words “or treatment” to be struck from 09.b. 


-The word “drug” to be added in front of the word “therapy” in 09.c. 


-The words “to other care providers” to be struck from 09.f. 


To rule 320: Pharmacist Independent Practice: 


- The words “and MTM” to be added before the word “outside”.  


In addition to changes to 11.09.a, the Board’s decisions differed from the Board of 
Medicine’s request in that: 
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-The word “complete” was added before the words “physical examination” in the 
definition of pharmaceutical care, as the Board was concerned with the Board of 
Medicine’s proposed language restricting accepted actions such as taking temperatures 
and blood pressures.  


-The words “pharmaceutical care services” was not struck from rule 320, as the 
additions to 11.09 establish demarcation lines that render this change unneeded.  
Additionally, this proposal would eliminate practices that the Board of Medicine is not 
concerned with, such as the practice of telepharmacy across state lines from a secured 
business location that is not a registered drug outlet.  


Mr. Johnston presented on the need to update the Board’s policy on changes 
pharmacists may make to schedule II prescriptions, pursuant to recent DEA action. 
After much discussion, the Board, via unanimous consent, decided upon changes that 
formulated the following policy, to be published in the December Newsletter: 


 The Idaho State Board of Pharmacy supports a recent Drug Enforcement 
Administration (DEA) statement whereby a pharmacist may use his or her professional 
judgment in addressing a prescription drug order for a Schedule II controlled substance 
that is incomplete or deemed incorrect, pursuant to the following Board policy. A 
pharmacist may change or add dosage form, drug strength, drug quantity, and 
directions for use (including directed dates within multiple Schedule II prescription drug 
orders) only after consultation with and agreement of the prescribing practitioner. After 
consultation with and agreement of the prescribing practitioner, a pharmacist may also 
add a missing date or change an obvious prescribing practitioner’s error when writing 
the date, such as the prior year when a new year has just begun, but a date may never 
be changed to circumvent an expiration date. Without consultation with prescribing 
practitioner, the patient’s name may be corrected but not changed or added and the 
patient’s address may be changed or added. Additionally, a prescribing practitioner’s 
DEA registration number may be added to a prescription drug order after consulting the 
prescribing practitioner or verifying the number from another reliable source. The drug 
name must never be changed. Required information may appear on the front or back of 
the prescription drug order and computer generated data on the prescription drug order 
satisfies these requirements. 


Mr. Fraser motioned to adjourn. Dr. Henggeler seconded. The motion passed 
unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 10:23 a.m. 


 


 


 


________________________________     ___________________________________ 
Chairman      Vice-Chairman 
 
 
 
________________________________         ___________________________________ 
Member     Member 
 
 
 
________________________________        ___________________________________ 
Member     Executive Director 
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MINUTES OF THE 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY 


APRIL 28, 2011 
 


ISU/POND STUDENT UNION BLDG – POCATELLO, IDAHO 
 
 
This meeting of the Board is held to conduct regular Board business. 
 
Chairman Holly Henggeler, Pharm D, called the meeting to order on April 28, 2011 at 
8:08 a.m. In attendance were Board members Berk Fraser, R.Ph.; Nicole Chopski, 
Pharm D; and Rich de Blaquiere, Pharm D; Mark Johnston, R.Ph., Executive Director; 
Jenifer Marcus, DAG; Andy Snook, DAG; Fred Collings, Chief Investigator; Jan 
Atkinson, Senior Compliance Officer; Lisa Culley, Compliance Officer; Mike Brown, 
Compliance Officer; Gina Knittel, Compliance Officer; and Wendy Hatten. 
 
The minutes of the March 3 & 4, 2011 Board meeting were reviewed. Dr. Chopski 
motioned to approve the minutes of March 3 & 4, 2011, with minor corrections. Dr. de 
Blaquiere seconded. The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Mr. Johnston explained that the resultant Board direction from today’s rule review will be 
incorporated in a draft that will be released to the public as early as the week after next. 
Mr. Johnston will send a request to the Department of Administration to publish a notice 
of intent to rule make in the May Idaho Bulletin, directing the public to a draft of the rules 
on the Board’s web site, so that public comment may commence. Dr. Henggeler 
directed Mr. Johnston to have two (2) negotiated rule making sessions before the June 
Board meeting and another two (2) before the October Board meeting. Dr. Chopski 
requested that there be no further reorganizing of the rules. Mr. Fraser agreed, 
considering there would likely be changes made once public comment has been heard.  
 
Mr. Johnston noted that the Legislature helped the Board realize that the Out of State 
Mail Service Pharmacy Licensing Act, the Idaho Wholesale Drug Distribution Act, and 
the Idaho Legend Drug Donation Act are all independent acts. The definitions from the 
Idaho Pharmacy Act cannot be used in these separate acts. This realization has caused 
a few issues that will require further attention. The draft rule entitled Scope and the 
Legal Authority lists statues that authorize rule promulgation. In addition to the 
Controlled Substance Act and the Pharmacy Practice Act, a reference to the Idaho 
Legend Drug Donation Act and three references to the Idaho Wholesale Drug 
Distribution Act must be added. 
 
Dr. Henggeler directed Mr. Johnston and Ms. Lynette Berggren, contracted paralegal, to 
begin the agenda item entitled legislation and rule review. After much discussion, the 
Board directed the following changes to draft rules:   
 


• 000: added additional citations to rule promulgation authority. 
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• 002: added reference to statute authorizing public records requests. 
 


• 003.01: changed “facsimile” to “fax” (here and throughout remainder of rules) and 
removed reference to “Rule 5.” 
 


• 010.10: added “and is part of a hospital system” to the definition of central order 
entry pharmacy. 


 
• 010.12: revised definition of centralized pharmacy services to separate 


dispensing from being indicated as a processing function. 
 


• 010.13: changed “the drug outlet” to “a drug outlet” and added “or controlling 
interest” to the definition of change of ownership. 


  
• 010.28: revised definition of “drug therapy management” to “selecting, initiating, 


or modifying drug treatment”. 
 


• 010.33: deleted definition for “flavoring agent”, as the Board determined that 
flavoring of a prescription is clearly not compounding, exists today, and is 
allowed unregulated. This deletion necessitated a numbering revision. 


  
• 010.43: removed the word “and” in a housekeeping effort. 


  
• 010.47.c: deleted the words “drug therapy” from the definition of medication 


therapy management. 
  


• 010.53: replaced “intravenous or intramuscular administration” with “injection” in 
the definition of parenteral admixture. 


 
• 010.54: revised the definition of pharmaceutical care to read: “participation by a 


pharmacist in the provision of drug therapy management, MTM, or other 
pharmaceutical services . . . .” Changed “medication therapy management” to 
MTM here and in two other places. 


  
• 010.55 & 010.56: removed the word “preceptor” from both definitions and 


replaced with “pharmacist”, also in 250.01.b. 
  


• 010.59: removed the phrase “or for a patient’s immediate need for dispensing by 
a pharmacy or prescriber” from the definition of prepackaging. 


  
• 010.60: added a new definition for “prescriber drug outlet” and revised impacted 


numbering. 
 


• 010.63: deleted definition for “quality-related event” and revised impacted 
numbering. 
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• 010.67: changed “and is not a pharmacy” to “that is not a pharmacy”, in a 
housekeeping effort. 


 
• 010.69: added definition for “secured pharmacy” (consistent with language in rule 


204). 
 
• 010.71: deleted “for residents who require medical or nursing care or 


rehabilitation services for injured, disabled, or sick persons” in a housekeeping 
effort. 


  
• 010.74: revised definition of “Telepharmacy” to “the practice of pharmacy through 


the use of telecommunications and information technologies provided to patients 
at a distance.” 


 
• 010.84: replaced “veterinary drug outlet” with VDO. 


 
• 011.01: deleted proposed language in its entirety as extraneous. 


 
• 012.03: changed “enforcement or disciplinary action” to “enforcement of 


disciplinary action”, in a housekeeping effort. 
  


• 015.03: deleted last sentence, as extraneous. 
  


• 016.02: revised list to separate pharmacist intern and pharmacist extern 
categories to clarify renewal requirements. 


 
• 016.03.h: corrected numbering of subsections (vii to vi). Changed “clinic” to 


“prescriber drug outlet”, as “clinic” was too narrow a term considering 2011 
statute changes. 


  
• 020.02: added “or conduct research with”, in a housekeeping effort. 


  
• 024: changed from: “unrestricted Idaho license to prescribe, dispense, or 


administer controlled substances and . . . .” to: “unrestricted Idaho license to 
manufacture, distribute, or dispense controlled substances, as defined in the 
Uniform Controlled Substances Act, and . . . .” in a housekeeping effort. 


  
• 025 & 023: changed “except as provided therein for coincident activities” to 


“except as provided in federal law”, in a housekeeping effort. 
  


• 035: deleted “for self-use or” and added “a controlled substance prescription drug 
order written for the prescriber’s self-use must not be filled”, as the intent of 
current rule #454 was not adequately retained. 


   
• 037: switched subsections 03 and 04 and revised title of new subsection 03 to 


“schedule II partial-fill documentation” in a housekeeping effort. 
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• 038: changed “facsimile” to “fax” in a housekeeping effort. 


  
• 039.02: removed “be” in a housekeeping effort. 


  
• 045.01: added the word “drug” before “order” for consistency with 045.03.a. 


(referring to the “telephone drug order form”) used by veterinarian drug outlets.  
Added “or documented” to contemplate verbal orders. 


 
• 045.03 & 045.04: switched two sections and renumbered, in an effort to organize. 


  
• 045.03.a: added “official” and “three (3) part” in the form description for 


consistency with 045.01 and replaced “completed form” with “copy one (1) 
original” when referring to veterinarian drug orders. 


  
• 045.03.c: added “handling and”, in a housekeeping effort. 


  
• 045.03.d: added “upon receipt” to last sentence, inserted “veterinary” before drug 


order, and added “numbered” before “copy one”, in a housekeeping effort. 
  


• 045.04.f: deleted “address” and “telephone number” from the requirements of a 
veterinarian drug order. 


  
• 050: removed “and except in hospital pharmacies”, as changes to 50.03 


eliminated the need. 
  


• 050.03: changed from “each step of prescription drug order handling” to “each 
system function in prescription drug order processing”, thereby only requiring 
documentation for functions that are performed within the electronic record 
keeping system. 


  
• 050.04.b: in an effort to organize, revised to say “functionality that documents . . . 


.”. 
   


• 055.03: deleted “evidenced by written policies and procedures”, as extraneous. 
  


• 055.04: added “pharmacist” and “prescriber” as persons authorized to fill an 
Automated Dispensing and Storage System (ADS). 


  
• 055.05: added “the drug expiration” to list of required info that an ADS must be 


able to generate. 
  


• 055.06: removed beginning phrase “in addition to any records required by other 
laws”, as extraneous. 
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• 055.07 & 055.08: deleted “b.” which read: “lot numbers may not be mixed” in a 
ADS. 


  
• 056.11.c: changed “resolution” to “resolving”, in a housekeeping effort. 


  
• 057.05.c.ii: added “as” to the beginning of the phrase, in a housekeeping effort. 


  
• 057 & 061: deleted “system downtime and” in a housekeeping effort. 


  
• 058: moved subsection 02 (requirement to prominently display name, etc., on the 


ADS system) to 057.07 and made applicable to nursing home use only.  Moved 
subsection 01 up to 055.07 and added 058 as a reserved section, in an effort to 
organize. 


  
• 061.02: revised as follows:  “when a generic is selected by a non-institutional 


pharmacy . . . .”, to exempt institutional pharmacy from certain drug product 
selection documentation requirements. 


  
• 062: deleted proposed language in its entirety. 


  
• 064: deleted proposed language in its entirety. 


  
• 070.04: changed “may” to “must”, deleted “that enables their production upon 


lawful request” and changed “and that links” to “and must link” in a housekeeping 
effort. 


  
• 071.04: replaced “section 37-2723, Idaho Code” with “federal law” in a 


housekeeping effort. 
  


• 073.02: revised prescriber restriction to read: “prescribing a controlled substance 
for oneself or administering or delivering a controlled substance to an immediate 
family member when contrary to the prescriber’s scope of practice or prescriptive 
authority is prohibited” in order to retain intent of current rule 454. 


 
• 086.02.a: deleted proposed language in its entirety. 


 
Dr. Henggeler called the meeting to order after a lunch break.  
 
Legislation and Rule Review discussion continued;  
 


• 086.05: rearranged order and revised language flow in an organizational effort.  


• 086.06: separated and revised to add language indicating a single registration is 


required per facility for “hoods”. 
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• 093.06.d: added “perform prospective drug review and” as per 2011 statute 


changes.  


• 104: deleted proposed requirement to notify “prior to June 1 of each year” and 


subsection 01. due to redundancy with rule 020.01.and restructured rule 


appropriately. 


• 111.03: added the word “final” before “expiration” to reiterate that tech-in-training 


registrations are renewable just once.  


• 151.01: deleted first clause, changing to “a new pharmacy location . . . .” in a 


housekeeping effort.  


• 151.02: deleted “or a change of pharmacy location to another existing Idaho 


pharmacy” in a housekeeping effort.  


• 160: un-struck “parenteral admixture” in opening paragraph, as a valid limited 


service outlet.  


• 160.02: reworked “awkward” language in a housekeeping effort.  


• 201: changed “drug outlet” to “pharmacy” in a housekeeping effort.  


• 202.02: deleted the word “licensed” as extraneous.  


• 212.02: moved depoting rule to 094 and re-titled: “prescription delivery 


restrictions” (and restructured remaining Rule 212.) in an organizational effort.  


Dr. Catherine Cashmore, Associate Professor of Pharmacy Practice at Idaho State 
University (ISU) commented regarding ISU immunization training. ISU’s college of 
Pharmacy currently teaches a 3 hour course, more than nurses or physician assistants 
obtain from ISU.  Dr. Cashmore believes the APHA, 20 hour training course is 
excessive, and ISU’s course covers the training requirements in current rule #166: 
Immunization Record. 
 


• 220.02.a: deleted proposed language “practice-based.” 


• 240.09: deleted language: “the type and size of the customer, and where and to 


whom the customer distributes its product (if applicable)”, as extraneous.  
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• 240.10: corrected typo in title and added “rebuttable presumption” language. 


• 250.02.a: added “pharmacist” before “intern” and “extern” in a housekeeping 


effort.  


• 302: deleted “compliance with these minimum standards and” in a housekeeping 


effort.  


• 302.01: deleted thirty (30) days prior requirements, in a housekeeping effort.  


• 304.03: reverted to original language. 


• 402.01: deleted “and reviewed and updated as necessary”, as extraneous.  


• 414 & 415: deleted “institutional facility” from title and switched the order of 414 & 


415 in a housekeeping effort.  


• 417.02: replaced “in a pharmacist absence” with “by these rules for institutional 


facility emergency drug access” in a housekeeping effort.  


• 431.02: deleted extra, redundant reference to documentation requirement. 


• 550.03.c: deleted proposed language “and any communications with health 


professionals, consumers, or their agents pertaining to provided products or 


services”, as too burdensome to Durable Medical Equipment (DME) outlets and 


corrected ending punctuation. 


• 613: replaced “an official compendium” with “the USP” in a housekeeping effort.  


The Board approved of the rule changes via unanimous consent. 
 
Karl Johnson, a student pharmacist from ISU, commented on immunizations, and he 
feels that as a fourth (4th) year student he received adequate immunization training. 
 
Julianne Ramirez a student pharmacist from ISU, also commented on immunizations, 
and she feels the current curriculum is adequate. 
 
At the request of the Board, Ms. Berggren presented information regarding quality 
improvement and quality assurance programs in pharmacy practice. Ms. Berggren 
started by giving background information on various study methods and approaches, 
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including those most often used in pharmacy practice, and then she outlined pros and 
cons, discussing the various, and sometimes confusing, names assigned to such 
processes. Ms. Berggren also discussed current mandated programs from other states, 
including their pros and cons, and she defined critical elements.  North Carolina’s 
quality improvement program was used as an example of how to “do it right”. Ms. 
Berggren concluded the presentation by discussing the federal government’s approach 
and discussing alternative approaches.  
 
Gary Pullen R.Ph., of Prescription Center Homecare reported that Mountain View 
Hospital has purchased an oncology group in Idaho Falls. The hospital has requested 
that Mr. Pullen’s office be involved in preparing sterile chemotherapeutic admixtures for 
infusion at the physician’s offices, not located within the hospital. The oncology 
physicians would supply Mr. Pullen’s pharmacy with chemo agents, and the pharmacy 
would then prepare the sterile chemo admixtures, delivering the admixtures back to the 
oncology group for use. Mr. Pullen believes that pharmacy involvement is superior to 
the current practice of technicians preparing admixtures at the office, and the Board 
agrees, discussing the limitations of the Idaho Wholesale Drug Distribution Act. Nancy 
Lundblade R.Ph., the pharmacist in charge at Mountain View Hospital Pharmacy also 
spoke in regards to the benefits of Mr. Pullen providing the proposed services. After a 
lengthy discussion the Board determined that if the Rx items were shipped to Mr. 
Pullen’s pharmacy directly from the wholesaler, he would be working within law. 
 
Mr. Johnston presented the Board’s financial report for the Board office: 


• Personnel costs are right on track, with 80% of the budget year lapsed and 80% 
of personnel cost spent. 


• Operating expenses are under budget with 80% of the year lapsed and 69% of 
the budget spent. Because of efficiencies realized, the operating budget 
continues to see excesses, and Mr. Johnston would like to request re-
appropriation of some monies to personnel in the 2013 budget.  


• Capital outlay expenditures appear drastically under spent, as they don’t 
currently reflect the expenses for the new vehicles that Mike Brown and Lisa 
Culley will use for inspections. One was just delivered, and the second is still on 
order. 


• The cash fund balance appears low, because the Board is currently between 
renewals. Once spring renewals are complete, the balance will return to 
approximately 1.9 million dollars. 


• A small amount of federal grant money has been spent on the purchase of a 
laptop for Teresa Anderson, PMP Program Manager. Decisions regarding the 
remaining balance should be made around the end of the fiscal year, after 
attending the Alliance of States with Prescription Monitoring Programs’ and the 
National Association of boards of Pharmacy’s annual meetings, where details of 
the two proposed interstate data sharing programs will be explained.   


• The new office lease agreement is in place, and the new office is currently being 
remodeled to accommodate the staff’s space needs. The projected move date is 
June 11th.  
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Mr. Johnston presented the travel calendar. Mr. Johnston taught 2 continuing education 
classes just prior to and will present another continuing education class just after the 
Board meeting today. Ms. Anderson will be attending the National Meeting on 
Practitioner Education/PMP Utilization, which will be funded by the federal grant. Mr. 
Johnston, Dr. Henggeler and Dr. Chopski will be attending the Annual NABP meeting in 
San Antonio, TX in May. In June, Mr. Johnston will conduct a negotiated rule making 
session as well as teach a continuing education class at the ISPA’s NW Convention. Mr. 
Johnston and Ms. Anderson will be attending the Alliance of States with PMP’s Annual 
meeting in Washington, DC to which the federal grant will pay for two (2) individuals to 
attend. Mr. Johnston will also attend the DEA’s June conference in Fort Worth, TX. The 
next Board meeting is on June 16th. Ms. Marcus requested that the Board meeting 
scheduled for August 4th & 5th be rescheduled. After a discussion the Board determined 
that the dates could not be changed. Ms. Marcus will see if someone from her office will 
be available to be at the meeting in her absence. 
 
Dr. Henggeler would like the Board to complete Mr. Johnston’s performance appraisal 
during executive session at the next Board meeting and the managing Board staff to 
complete Board staff appraisals. Mr. Johnston explained that the Department of Human 
Resources is in the process of changing the appraisal policy, and the new policy may 
not be ready in time for the next Board meeting. Dr. Henggeler requested that the Board 
be notified when the new policy has been updated. 
 
Mr. Snook represented the Board in the matter of Mr. Allen Frisk’s, R.Ph. reinstatement 
hearing. Mr. Frisk represented himself. After a lengthy discussion with the Board 
members, Dr. de Blaquiere motioned that Mr. Frisk be allowed reinstatement with the 
restrictions that he can work in the practice of pharmacy up to 16 hours a week and that 
he cannot dispense medication. In addition, Mr. Frisk would have to apply for full 
reinstatement at the end of his current suspension: there will be no automatic 
reinstatement. The motion died for lack of a second. After further lengthy discussion that 
included Ms Marcus and Mr. Snook, Mr. Fraser motioned that Mr. Frisk be allowed 
reinstatement with the restriction that he can work in the practice of pharmacy up to 16 
hours per week and that he cannot dispense medication, subject to one (1) year of 
probation. Dr. de Blaquiere seconded the motion. Dr. Chopski requested amendment to 
Mr. Fraser’s motion in that Mr. Frisk also be required to submit quarterly statements 
from his attending physician, that he contract with Southworth Associates, the 
administrator of the Board’s pharmacy recovery network (PRN), to complete an 
inpatient evaluation, and that he must be in compliance with any program requirements 
developed at said evaluation prior to activation of his license and registration. Mr. Snook 
asked that the motion include standard language used in many stipulations.  Mr. Fraser 
accepted Dr. Chopski and Mr. Snook’s request for amendment.  Mr. Snook clarified his 
request as requiring Mr. Frisk to provide a list of employers, notify the Board in writing of 
any change in place of practice or business within 15 days, notify the Board if residing 
or employed outside of the state of Idaho, and that he fully cooperate with the Board 
and its agents. Mr. Fraser clarified his motion. Dr. Chopski seconded. The motion 
passed unanimously. 
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Dr. de Blaquiere and Mr. Johnston left the meeting.  A quorum still remains.  
 
Mr. Snook presented case number BOP 11-041, stipulation and consent order 
regarding the pharmacist license and controlled substance registration of Robert Floto 
R.Ph., involving violations of Idaho Code 37-2722(c), 54-1726(a)&(f), and violation of 
rule #184.08 for diverting controlled substances for his own non-prescribed personal 
use. Mr. Floto is to continue with the PRN program, and he will not be suspended or 
fined due to his compliance with the PRN program.  Via unanimous consent, the Board 
voted in favor of accepting the stipulated order as written. 
 
Mr. Snook presented case number BOP 11-017, stipulation and consent order 
regarding the manufacturing wholesaler registration of Heel Inc., involving violations of 
Idaho Code 54-1754(2) for providing prescription drugs to a licensed chiropractor and 
naturopath who did not have prescribing privileges in Idaho. The stipulated penalty 
included administrative fines of $14,000.00, $375.00 in investigative cost, and a written 
plan of action must be submitted to the Board. Via unanimous consent, the Board voted 
in favor of accepting the stipulated order as written. 
 
Mr. Snook presented case number BOP 09-617, stipulation and order regarding Valley 
Co-op Inc., specifically for their Wendell, Idaho location for the retail sale of Rx Items 
without prescription and for distributing Rx items to their other Valley Co-op locations for 
subsequent retail sale without prescription. The stipulated penalty included a $2000.00 
fine and a written compliance plan, which was already submitted to the Board. Mr. 
Snook noted that the Board could see other cases related to the events that have been 
set forth. Dr. Chopski motioned to accept the stipulation and order as written. Via 
unanimous consent, the Board voted in favor of accepting the stipulated order as 
written. 
 
Mr. Fraser motioned to adjourn, Dr. Chopski seconded. The vote was unanimous.  
Meeting adjourned at 5:10 p.m. 
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MINUTES OF THE 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY 


MARCH 3, 2011 
 


SPRING HILL SUITES-MARRIOTT – PARK CENTER - BOISE, IDAHO 
 
 


This meeting of the Board is held to conduct regular Board business. 
 
Chairman Holly Henggeler, Pharm D, called the meeting to order on March 3, 2011 at 
8:01 a.m. In attendance were Board members Berk Fraser, R.Ph.; Nicole Chopski, 
Pharm D; and Rich de Blaquiere, Pharm D; Mark Johnston, R.Ph., Executive Director; 
Jenifer Marcus, DAG; Andy Snook, DAG; Jan Atkinson, Senior Compliance Officer; Lisa 
Culley, Compliance Officer; Mike Brown, Compliance Officer; Gina Knittel, Compliance 
Officer; and Wendy Hatten. 
 
The minutes from the January 6, 2011 meeting were reviewed. Mr. Fraser motioned to 
approve the minutes of January 6, 2011, with minor corrections. Dr. de Blaquiere 
seconded. The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Sarah Blain, Pharm D, Regional Clinical Pharmacist for Rite Aid, presented to the Board 
on immunizations and requested that the Board address the restriction within pending 
rule 166 which limits pharmacists to immunizing only per CDC or other governmental 
agency recommendations. After much discussion, which included the implications of 
House Bill #218, which would allow pharmacists to prescribe immunizations, if 
approved, the Board tabled the discussion until later in the meeting.  
 
Dr. Henggeler welcomed Lynette Berggren, contracted paralegal, and asked Mr. 
Johnston to lead a discussion concerning the project of rewriting all of the Board’s rules. 
Mr. Johnston reported that the current draft looked considerably different than the prior 
drafts, as much time was dedicated to reorganization and codifying the rules, while 
much of the language remains the same. This draft contains many new topics and the 
only missing topic pertains to Veterinary Drug Outlets (VDO). Mr. Johnston hopes to 
incorporate the Board’s direction from today’s discussion and the VDO rules into a draft 
which will be presented at the 4/28/11 meeting, in hopes that the Board’s direction at 
the 4/28/11 meeting is minimal enough that a draft can be posted on the Board’s web 
site, pursuant to a Notice of Intent to Promulgate Rules-Negotiated Rule Making, in the 
May Idaho Bulletin. The Notice would include dates and locations of meetings around 
the State that Mr. Johnston intends to hold. One date is tentatively scheduled as 6/2/11, 
as part of the NW Convention in Coeur d’Alene. Proposed language would be due by 
August of 2011 in order for the 2012 legislature to hear these changes.  


After considerable discussion, the Board gave the following direction: 
• Rule 008: strike the requirement that policies and procedures are to be “reviewed 


at least annually”.  
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• Rule 009: Ms Berggren is to research how other states address discipline from 
other Board’s of Pharmacy.  


• Rule 010: definitions: harmonize the presentation of each term with its definition 
(Ex. In 010.04, delete “this term refers to”, 010.15 “the term distributor means”).  


• Rule 010.05: Mr. Johnston to research issues surrounding in-state central order 
entry facilities 


• Rule 010.08: change of ownership to be defined as a change in the majority of 
ownership 


• Rule 010.09: title to read “charitable clinic or center: authorized personnel” 


• Rules 010.10, 010.11, 010.12, 010.37: change “practitioner” to “prescriber” here 
and throughout the draft.  


• Rule 010.13: Mr. Johnston asks the Board to strike the definition of compounding 
as part of a larger decision: due to the size, complexity, and controversy 
surrounding compounding rules, the Board decides to eliminate compounding 
from this draft until the topic can be addressed the year following the introduction 
of the new rule book to the legislature.   


• Rules 010.14 & 010.40: a decision on the definitions of continuous quality 
improvement program and quality-related event were tabled until Ms Berggren 
could present a power point presentation on this topic.  


• Rule 010.17: drug product substitution was defined as “dispensing a drug product 
other than prescribed without the express permission of the prescriber”.  


• Rule 010.18: the definition of drug therapy management was struck as the term 
medication therapy management is now used.  


• Rule 010.20: the definition of emergency is moved to rule 050, as this definition is 
specific to the circumstances that would allow an emergency, verbal schedule II 
prescription drug order.  


• Rules 010.22 & 010.29: strike “medical facility”, “correctional institution”, “facility 
or institution” and use the harmonized term “institutional facility”.  


• Rules 010.28, 010.30, 010.57: strike the definition of “legend drug”, 
“manufacturer”, and “wholesaler”, as the statutory definition is to be utilized.  


• Rule 010.31.c: strike “selecting, initiating, modifying” from the definition of 
“medication therapy management”, and work this into collaborative practice rules.   
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• Rule 010.32: strike the definition of “normal distribution channel”, as it is a 
duplicate of statute.  


• Rule 010.33: strike the definition of “non-legend” drug, as it is self explanatory.  


• Rule 010.35: un-strike “by a pharmacist” from the definition of pharmaceutical 
care, as the Board determines that other health care providers can perform 
medication therapy management, but not provide pharmaceutical care.  Also 
strike the word “services”.  


• Rule 010.36: strike extraneous definition of technician and revise the definition of 
pharmacy technician and pharmacy technician in training in a housekeeping 
effort.  


• Rule 010.37: strike “or distributor’s original container” and “authorized to 
dispense in the establishment in which the prepackaging occurred” from the 
definition of “pre-packaging”.  


• Rule 010.42: change “rule it out” to “prohibit it”.  


• Rule 010.43: change “non-legend” to “non-prescription”  


• Rule 010.49: The Board discusses the definition of telepharmacy at length.  Ms 
Berggren believes this definition is extraneous.  To be discussed at the 4/28/11 
meeting as the Board further considers telepharmacy rules.  


• Rule 010.50: “therapeutic equivalent drugs” Ms Berggren to research “B” rated 
drugs.  


• Rule 010.52: Ms Berggren to research definitions of “vending machines”.  


• Rule 010.53-56: discussion on definitions pertaining VDOs was tabled until 
4/28/11, as VDO draft rules are not created yet.  


• The definition of institutional pharmacy to be un-struck as it is used in the 
verification technician rule.  


 
Glenn Luke presented the fiscal report to date; 


• Comparison of the fiscal year budget to expenses is right on track regarding 
personnel cost. Operations are currently under budget.  


• The Board staff has found a new office location to move into with an anticipated 
move in date of May 1, 2011. The option of signing a 10 year lease in order to 
lock in the low rental rates that are currently available is being considered.  
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• New cars for Mike Brown and Lisa Culley have been ordered but have not been 
received, so the capital outlay budget remains nearly in full.  
 


Legislation and Rule Review continued; 
• Rule 011: move the abbreviation list to before definitions, so that abbreviations 


can be used in the definitions.  Use the abbreviation the first time it is used in the 
rule book. Add Automated Dispensing and Storage (ADS) and Pharmacist In 
Charge (PIC) to this list. VDO refers to the outlet, not the order.   


• The Board discusses a potential new grandfathering rule.  Ms Berggren to 
consider individual grandfathering in various locations Vs a separate rule and 
report back.  


• Rule 023.02: replace “is” with “may” and strike “all other”, in a housekeeping 
effort.  


• Reorganize the “fee schedule” by moving 027.03.ii to 027.03.b.iii., striking 
027.03.a.i., and moving $100 fee to 027.03.a.  


• Rule 27.03.h.ii: Write into rule that parental admixture pharmacies must be 
registered as a limited service outlet.  


• Rule 030: Ms Berggren to remove “and(s)” to make less awkward.  


• Rule 032: is not clear enough that this is the electronic record and not the “hard 
copy”. Add “if applicable” to 05, “07: directions for use”, and “prescriber”.   


During open public comment Sam Hoagland R.Ph spoke regarding controlled 
substance record retention for pharmacies. He asked the Board to consider increasing 
the amount of time required to retain records to 5 or even 6 years. The Board tabled this 
discussion until later in the day.   
 
Dr. Henggeler called on Mathew Ray District Pharmacy Manager of SUPERVALU to 
comment on how the Minnesota Board of Pharmacy is considering whether Minnesota 
Pharmacies that have drive through kiosks in their parking lots would be classified as 
telepharmacy. Mr. Fraser commented that Fred Meyers currently have two (2) drive 
through kiosks in Idaho that are located in the parking lot and they are not considered 
telepharmacy. 
 
Dr. Henggeler called the meeting to order after a lunch break.  
Legislation and Rule Review discussion continued; 


• Rules 033.03, 034, and 035, concerning electronic record keeping, are not 
applicable to institutional pharmacy. The terms “refill” and “fill” are to be 
harmonized. 
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• Rule 037, electronic record keeping: “drug outlet” to be changed to “pharmacy”.   


• Rule 039, electronic record keeping exemption: the exemption should refer to the 
specific rule(s) exempted.  


• Rule 043.02: add “that precludes a continued patient-prescriber relationship” 
after “prescriber’s change of status”.  


• Rule 046.02: change “may” to “is”, in a housekeeping effort.   


• Rule 048: Ms Berggren to provide past attorney opinion concerning student 
pharmacist’s transferring controlled substances.  


• Rule 050.02.a, Emergency CII: clarify by adding “verbal”. 


• Rule 050.02.g, 055.06, and elsewhere: The Board decides to delete all 
references to “central fill pharmacies” until; the topic can be adequately 
addressed in full.    


• Rule 051.02: move to rule 048. 


• Rule 052.04: change “two business days” to “readily retrievable”, which is 
confirmed to be defined as 3 days.  


• Rule 054.b.i: strike new proposed language in its entirety.  


• Rule 054.b.ii: Long Term Care Facility (LTCF) should be in the abbreviations list. 


• Rule 055.06: delete in its entirety.  


• Rules 056 and 057: Eventually, an intern should research what other medical 
boards allow or disallow in prescribing for oneself or family members.  


• Rule 058: should be extended to all prescriptions, not just controlled substances, 
a prescriber should have access to all of the prescription drug orders that they 
issue.  


• Rule 059: strike “all” and “by mail”, in a housekeeping effort.   


• Rule 059.01: future statute change should involve allowing access to Prescription 
Monitoring Program (PMP) when providing pharmaceutical care.  


• Rule 060: The Board questions the term ADS as a misnomer.   


• Rule 060.01: add ADS registration to fee list in rule 027. Registration to be free 
and should be one per facility, not per ADS.   
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• Rules 060.01.e, 060.03.b, ADS: strike proposed language in its entirety. 


• Rule 060.04.d: strike “pharmacy student or”, as extraneous. 


• Rule 060: missing a section to regulate stocking of ADS, such as struck language 
after rule 061.11.d.  


• Rule 060.05.b: strike “a student pharmacist or” as extraneous and add 
“dispensing site” after “remote”, as a housekeeping effort.   


• Rule 060.07.c: lot number not available for drugs dispensed via PIXIS type 
machines. Ms Berggren to alter requirement.    


• Rule 060.04 to 060.07: move and break into subsequent rules.  


• Rule 060.09: will need revising if House Bill 5 passes, as prescribers will be 
subject to certain counseling requirements.  


• Rule 060.09.b: must address ADS in prescriber’s offices too.  


• Rule 063: If a requirement of policy and procedures can be changed to be simply 
required or if a policy and procedures manual is extraneous, it is to be removed 
from this draft.    


• Rule 063.02: add “prepackaged” so that this section is explanatory enough to 
know the act is performed by the pharmacy and not the manufacturer.  


• Rule 063.06.c.i: strike this proposed language.  


• Rule 070: add requirement for species of animal, if applicable, to labeling 
requirement.  


• Rule 070.05 strike “and when applicable to patient’s location” from labeling 
requirement.   


• Rule 071: un-strike “whether within or” from labeling requirement.  


• Rule 072: utilize abbreviation “ADS”, add “authorized” before “uses”, and strike 
“ed” from “labeled” in a housekeeping effort.  


• Rule 072.02: strike in its entirety, as extraneous.   


• Rule 073: strike proposed rule on central fill in its entirety. 


Representative Sue Chew, also an Idaho licensed Pharmacist, presented proposed 
legislation RS19965C2. Rep. Chew explained that the purpose of this proposed 
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legislation is to provide similar standards for out-of-state mail service pharmacies as are 
in place for other retail pharmacies in Idaho. When a prescription for a new medication 
is dispensed in retail pharmacies in Idaho, the pharmacist must counsel as per House 
Bill #5. Rep Chew believes the same should be required for mail order pharmacies, via 
telephone. Additionally, Rep Chew believes that a pharmacist or a technician should 
offer to counsel mail service pharmacy patients via telephone on all medications 
dispensed, as House Bill #5 requires. The Board directs Mr. Johnston to testify at the 
Idaho Legislature in favor of this proposed language.  
 
Legislation and Rule Review discussion continued; 


• Rule 075: Change “of” in title to “to”, in a housekeeping effort.   


• Rule 075.05: strike in its entirety, as a duplicate of statute.  


• Rule 100.02: change title to “notification”. 


• Rule 104.01: change “June 30th” in title to “renewal”.  


• Rule 106, inactive pharmacist license: Mr. Johnston will further review.   


• Rule 110: move to rule 120. 


• Rules 111, 112, 121: harmonize terms “pharmacist”, “registered pharmacist” and 
“licensed pharmacist”, here and in all rules.  


• Rules 120.03 and 120.06: combine with rule 120.01. 


• Rule 121.01, pharmacist independent practice: add “or institutional facility” after 
“pharmacy”.  


• Rule 121.02: change so that prescription cannot be depoted at a non-pharm.  


• Rule 122.01, immunizations: after “contraindications” add language from current 
rule 166.03, “pursuant ….authorities”.  Add “another” before “prescription”. Strike 
“to a compromised patient with an absolute or a relative contraindication to 
receive the immunization”. Pursuant to Ms Blain’s testimony earlier in the day, 
add “or pursuant to a prescription drug order issued by another prescriber”.   


• Rule 122.05: eliminate requirement of policy and procedures manual, but keep 
the mandate.   


• Rule 130: change “drug outlet” to pharmacy” in a housekeeping effort.  


• Create free extern renewal, so that applicants answer renewal questions.  


• Rule 160: add discipline parameters, such as in rule 211. 
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• Rule 170: rename “Pharmacist Recovery Network (PRN)”. 


• Rule 180: add “student pharmacist” to the list subject to unprofessional conduct 
rules.  


• Rule 180.01: change “tends to” to “may” and strike “culpable”, as per Mr. Snook’s 
recommendations.  


• Rule 180.02: change “profession” to “practice”.  


• Rule 180.10: wordsmith, such as “counseling” coming before “offer”.  


• Rule 180.14: change to “failure to follow Board orders”, as per Mr. Snook’s 
recommendation.  


• Rule 190, CPE: move by rule 106, change “sponsored” to “accredited or 
certified”.  


• Rule 194: record retention to be 3 years, but this particular rule can be struck.  


• Rule 210.03.f: change “technician-checking-technician” to “verification”, in an 
housecleaning effort.  


• Rule 511.01: change “take” to “conduct”, in a housekeeping effort.   


• Rule 511.03: alter to mandate controlled substance inventory from incoming PIC 
only.  


• Rule 514 controlled substance disposal: strike in its entirety.  


• Rule 540.02.a, sterile products: strike “and require gloves to be worn at all times”.  


• Rules 560 & 561: combine.  


• Rule 561.02: add “institutional” before “facility”, in a housekeeping effort.  


• Rule 61, pharmacy approval: un-strike “new or remodeled” in title. 


• Rule 612.02, patient counseling area: begin with “create and maintain” and 
change “handicapped accessible” to “ADA compliant”.  


• Rules 612, 613, 617 & 661: create grandfathering for lavatory, security alarm, 
patient counseling areas, and remote dispensing pharmacies, similar to 
electronic record keeping.  
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• Rule 614: define “non-institutional” and use “Protected Health Information” (PHI), 
adding it to the abbreviations list.  


• Rule 616, pharmacy product storage and removal: strike “or an alternative 
designated storage area within an institutional facility” and “remain locked at all 
times”. Add “when closed”.  


• Rule 617.03, pharmacy security: strike “or its representatives”.  


• Rule 620.04: strike this proposed language in its entirety.  


• Rule 650: utilize abbreviation DME, revise list.  


• Rule 660: strike in its entirety, as a duplicate of the definition. 


• Rule 661.01.c: strike proposed language: “with an established program of 
pharmaceutical care that ensures prescription orders are reviewed by a 
pharmacist before release to a patient“.  


• Rule 661.04: Board requests a new title.  


• Rule 661.10.d: strike “and” and replace with “an”, in a housekeeping effort.  


• Rule 662.01.b: strike “managing” and replace with “supervising”.  


• Rule 662.03: strike the 2nd sentence (proposed language).   


• Rule 670, parental admixture pharmacy: not its own category.  Not a drug outlet. 
Hood registration only. If attached to a pharmacy can be a limited service outlet. 
Retain one registration per drug outlet, not per hood.  


• Rule 670.02: update with current International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO) terminology.  


• Rule 712.04.d, drug use storage and accountability: add “emergency 
department”. 


• Rule 712.04.f: strike “when the admixture of parenteral products is not performed 
within the institutional pharmacy”.  


• Rule 721.01: access to emergency cabinets occurs when pharmacist is on duty.  
Ms Berggren to alter language.  


• Rule 722.06: strike proposed language in its entirety.  


• Rule 724: pharmacies are not licensed, harmonize.  
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• Rule 730.01.d: waive lot number requirement if stored electronically.  


• Rule 730.02, centralized pharmacy services: un-strike a, b, and c.  


• Rule 913.01: require USP storage for wholesalers.      


The Board approved of the changes via unanimous consent. 
 
Mr. Fraser motioned to adjourn, Dr. de Blaquiere seconded. The vote was unanimous.  
Meeting adjourned at 8:30 p.m. 
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March 4, 2011 
 
Chairman Holly Henggeler, Pharm D, called the meeting to order on March 4, 2011 at 
8:08 a.m. In attendance were Board members Berk Fraser, R.Ph.; Nicole Chopski, 
Pharm D; and Rich de Blaquiere, Pharm D; Mark Johnston, R.Ph., Executive Director; 
Jenifer Marcus, DAG; Andy Snook, DAG; , Fred Collings, Chief Investigator; Jan 
Atkinson, Senior Compliance Officer; Lisa Culley, Compliance Officer; Mike Brown, 
Compliance Officer; Gina Knittel, Compliance Officer; and Wendy Hatten. 
 
Toni Van Valkenburg, Pharm D, of Wind River Pharmacy Solutions, located in the state 
of Wyoming, also an Idaho licensed pharmacist, presented to the Board regarding 
remote order entry services that her company provides. Dr. Van Valkenburg asked if 
she can register her business as a telepharmacy across state lines and presented a 
letter of support from Bonner General Hospital.  Ms. Marcus, Mr. Johnston and all Board 
members discussed at length whether Dr. Van Valkenburg is working within the 
parameters of rule 165.03: independent practice. Dr. Chopski motioned that Dr. Van 
Valkenburg is performing within the allowable function of her Idaho license, Mr. Fraser 
seconded. The motion carried unanimously.  
 
Chris Ellis presented the most recent proposed rules regarding regulation of 
naturopathic medicine. There has been significant change since it was last presented to 
the Board. All members of the Board and Mr. Johnston had comments and questions for 
Ms. Ellis. Mr. Fraser motioned to support the current proposal. Dr. Chopski seconded 
the motion. The motion carried 2-1 with Dr. de Blaquiere sustaining.   
 
Ms. Marcus presented to the Board the contested hearing cases of Susan Paulson, 
R.Ph & Elizabeth Bakken, R.Ph. The Board members voted in favor of a consolidated 
hearing. Mr. William Campbell, the complainant, whose accusations included a lack of 
an offer to counsel, was not present. Mr. Snook questioned Ms. Atkinson and Ms. 
Knittel about the information received regarding the complaint as well as the results of 
the investigation. Ms. Paulson and Ms. Bakken both made comments. The Board 
members questioned Ms. Paulson, Ms. Bakken, Ms. Atkinson and Ms. Knittel. Dr. de 
Blaquiere motioned that the Board cannot determine that a violation was made. Dr. 
Chopski seconded. The motion carried unanimously.  
 
Via teleconference, Mr. Roger Wood, R.Ph, requested reinstatement of his previously 
voluntarily surrendered pharmacist license. Mr. Snook questioned Mr. Wood regarding 
his contract currently in place with Southworth Associates, the administrator of the 
Board’s pharmacy recovery network (PRN). Mr. Wood stated that he has been 
compliant with all requirements except for taking one specific course. Mr. Wood 
indicated that the reason he hasn’t completed the course is because he has been 
unable to find a company that delivers that specific course. Mr. Snook then questioned 
Ashley Gouchner of PRN, and she confirmed that recent contact with Dr. Peter Graham 
of Acumen indicates a course can be created for Mr. Wood. Dr. de Blaquiere motioned 
to accept the Board staff’s position to deny reinstatement until Mr. Wood can complete 
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the agreed terms of his contract with PRN. Mr. Fraser seconded the motion. The motion 
carried unanimously. 
 
Dr. Henggeler called the meeting back to order after a lunch break. 
 
Mr. Johnston presented the travel calendar. Mr. Johnston, Dr. Henggeler and Dr. 
Chopski will be attending the Annual NABP meeting in San Antonio, TX in May. Teresa 
Anderson will be attending a meeting on educating practitioners which will be funded by 
a national grant. Mr. Johnston and Ms. Anderson will be attending the Alliance of States 
with PMP’s Annual meeting in Washington, DC, in June.  
 
Mr. Johnston presented House and Senate bills of interest & their current status in the 
Legislature; 


• House Bill 19: Medical Marijuana: introduced to the house committee for the first 
reading on January 19th, and was sent to print on January 20th. 


• House Bill 117: State Sovereignty: passed the house committee and was sent to 
the senate committee for the first reading on February 17th. 


• Senate Bill 1013: Uniform Controlled Substances regarding Blunt Wraps: 
introduced to the senate committee on January 18th. 


• House Bill 139: regarding Spice: passed in both the house and senate 
committees as of March 4th. 


• House Bill 119: regarding Bath Salts: passed in both the house and senate 
committees as of March 4th. 


• Senate Bill 1102: Wholesale Drug Distribution Act regarding Veterinary Medicine: 
passed the senate committee and was sent to the house committee on March 
2nd.  


• Senate Bill 1070: Assisted Suicide: sent to the 14th order as of February 23rd.  
• House Bill H0028: Medical Consent and Natural Death Act: introduced to the 


house committee on January 20th. 
• House Bill H0176: Health Care Professional Transparency Act: introduced to the 


house committee on February 17th. 
• House Bill H0218: Practice of Pharmacy change for fluoride supplements and 


agents for active immunizations: introduced to the house committee on March 
3rd. 


 
Mr. Johnston presented the reciprocity application for Mr. Mark Longo, R.Ph. The Board 
licensing staff thought the action taken by the Utah Board of Pharmacy warranted Board 
member review before potential approval of his application. Mr. Longo resides in Utah 
where he is currently licensed as a pharmacist. He is the pharmacist in charge for an 
out of state pharmacy that services long term care facilities and wishes to be licensed in 
all the states that his company does business in. The Board members questioned Mr. 
Longo. Mr. Longo explained details regarding his two previous disciplinary actions. Ms. 
Marcus read the laws pertaining to reciprocity applicants. Mr. Fraser motioned to accept 
Mr. Longo’s reciprocity application. Dr. de Blaquiere seconded. The motion carried 
unanimously. 
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Mr. Johnston presented Board Case Number 07-79 explaining that the practitioners 
order with the Board of Medicine (BOM) is protected by Idaho Code from being released 
as a public document. Recently, the BOM signed a second order that released the 
practitioner from the original BOM order. The practitioner has requested that our Board 
do the same. As our current order for this practitioner is contingent upon a now defunct 
BOM order, the Board’s staff recommends an affirmative vote, allowing our Board chair 
to sign the attached order releasing the practitioner from our Board’s order. Mr. 
Johnston also requested the Board delegate authority to the Board’s executive director, 
so that these issues can be resolved within the office in the future. Dr. Chopski 
motioned to give delegated authority to act on orders when they are close to but not 
mirroring the BOM orders. Mr. Fraser seconded the motion. The motion carried 
unanimously. The Board directed Mr. Johnston to exercise this newly delegated 
authority to amend the stipulation for his signature.  
 
Mr. Snook presented pharmacy technician Violeta Medina-Segura’s stipulation and 
consent order involving violations of rule #184.04 for failing to strictly follow the 
instructions of the person making, writing or order of a prescription and section 37-2722, 
Idaho Code, for assisting with and/or participating in dispensing a controlled substance 
without a written prescription. The pharmacist involved in this case was disciplined 
during the last Board meeting. Dr. Chopski motioned to approve stipulation as written. 
Mr. Fraser seconded the motion. The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Board Case Number 09-617 was vacated. 
 
Mr. Snook presented an amended stipulation regarding Michael Gardner R.Ph. Mr. 
Gardner had three (3) alcohol offenses but at the time of discipline was convicted on 
only two (2) of the offences. Mr. Gardner has since plead guilty on the 3rd offence and 
received a withheld judgment. The amended stipulation updates and clarifies Mr. 
Gardner’s criminal record, mandates that he remain compliant within the PRN program, 
and extends the time to pay his administrative fine. So long as Mr. Gardner is in 
compliance with the stipulation he is eligible to request reinstatement on October 23, 
2011 without a hearing. Dr. Chopski motioned to accept the amended stipulation and 
consent order. Mr. Fraser seconded. The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Mr. Johnston presented Board cases 10-026 & 11-017 and requested the Board 
delegate authority to the executive director to refer these and future cases as is deemed 
necessary by the executive director, to hearing officers. The hearing officers will hear 
the case, present finding of facts, and then suggest discipline to the Board. The Board 
can then decide to accept, reject or modify the hearing officer’s findings and suggested 
discipline. There is an existing budget in place for cost related to hearing officers. The 
cost could also be recovered should parties be found guilty. All Board members are in 
unanimous consent to give Mr. Johnston delegated authority to decide if a hearing 
officer is necessary. 
 
There were no open public comments.  
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Dr. de Blaquiere left the meeting 1:55 pm. 
 
The Department of Justice (DOJ) makes grants available to create or enhance 
Prescription Monitoring Programs (PMP), and the Board has recently received a DOJ 
grant to share PMP data with other states through a national ‘hub’. The National 
Association of Boards of Pharmacy (NABP) is also creating a similar hub and will be 
providing their program free of charge. The individual states aren’t settled on which 
system they will use, including Idaho.  
 
During inspector Q&A Ms. Atkinson presented to the Board that there are several 
registered out-of-state mail service pharmacies located in Washington state that are 
repackaging previously dispensed prescription medications then sending them to Idaho 
assisted living facilities. After a lengthy discussion and reading of the statues that 
included the Board members, Mr. Brown, Mr. Johnston, Mr. Snook and Ms. Marcus, the 
Board directed Ms. Atkinson to send a complaint to the Washington Board of Pharmacy 
then bring the results of the complaint back to the Board for further discussion. 
 
The drug compliance officers are finding at inspection that several pharmacies are 
receiving controlled substance prescriptions that are electronically signed. After a 
lengthy discussion that included, Ms. Atkinson, Mr. Brown, Ms. Knittel, Lisa Culley, and 
Mr. Johnston the Board directed the Board staff to educate the practitioners anytime the 
chance arises. Also, Ms. Atkinson will create a handout for the drug compliance officers 
to give to the pharmacist to fax to the practitioners. 
 
Mr. Brown is concerned with yesterday’s discussion about the proposed rule change 
regarding installing alarms in hospital pharmacies when they are new or remodeled. 
The nurses are in and out of the pharmacy so the potential for the alarm system to not 
be reset is high. Dr. Chopski has offered to take Board members on a tour of all of her 
work stations the day before the next board meeting. 
 
Mr. Fraser moved to adjourn the meeting. Dr. Chopski seconded the motion. Meeting 
adjourned @ 3:30pm. 








MINUTES OF THE 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY 


AUGUST 1, 2011 
 


CONFERENCE CALL 
BOARD OFFICE, BOISE, IDAHO 


 
 
This meeting of the Board is held to conduct regular Board business. 
 
Chairman Richard de Blaquiere, Pharm D, called the meeting to order on August 1, 
2011 at 8:04 a.m. 
 
In attendance via teleconference: Board members Richard de Blaquiere, Pharm D; 
Nicole Chopski, Pharm D; and Holly Henggeler, Pharm D; Lynette Berggren, Contracted 
Paralegal; and Andy Snook, DAG. 
 
In attendance at Board Office: Board member Berk Fraser, R.Ph; Mark Johnston, R.Ph, 
Executive Director; and Wendy Hatten. 
 
Mr. Snook presented a controlled substance registration emergency suspension order 
for Karen Garcia, CNM to the Board. Mr. Fraser motioned to accept the order as written. 
Dr. Henggeler seconded. The motion carried unanimously. 


Mr. Snook requested that the Board delegate authority to the Board’s Executive Director 
to be able to sign future controlled substance emergency suspension orders due to 
anticipated immediacy of future cases and the challenges in holding an emergency 
meeting of the Board. Mr. Fraser motioned to delegate, as detailed by Mr. Snook. Dr. 
Henggeler seconded. The motion passed unanimously. 


Mr. Johnston presented an invitation for the Board to attend ISU’s White Coat 
Ceremony at 6pm on the night of 8/22/11, the night of the first day of the Board’s 
upcoming Board meeting. The Board decided to conclude their 8/22/11 meeting at 
5:30pm and to attend in full. 


Mr. Johnston led a discussion concerning proposed draft rules. After much discussion, 
the Board approved, via unanimous consent, the many changes to the draft from the 
7/7/11 Board meeting and directed Mr. Johnston and Ms. Berggren to: 


107/35: correct the typo in numbering. 


018.02: add “a Board appearance” to the list of possible requirements for a 
reinstatement hearing. 







102.01.d: add “or, alternatively, the pharmacist ultimately responsible for” to electronic 
record keeping requirements. 


105: create a new rule that utilizes a requirement currently listed in the unprofessional 
conduct rules concerning mandatory documentation of counseling and offers to counsel. 


111.02.b: strike in its entirety as extraneous, if confirmed by Ms. Berggren’s study of 
federal law. 


143.04: strike in its entirety, as per IPLC’s public comment. 


262: add “prescription” before “device”, twice. 


262.01: add “unless dispensed in any manner inconsistent with the prescriber’s 
instructions and returned for quarantine for destruction purposes only”, as per NACDS 
public comment. 


310.01.c: strike “for each drug”. 


602.03: add “If a pharmacy uses an automatic answering system, messages must not 
be received or pharmacy services performed by non-pharmacy personnel”. 


605.03.d: eliminate the requirement for the drop box to drop directly into the secured 
area of the pharmacy. 


During the discussion, the Board also: 


-Considered but did not direct change to the draft rules, pursuant to an IPLC request for 
the Board to track hours in excess of hours tracked by ISU and Walgreen’s requests in 
full. 


-Verified that two (2) additional pieces of NACDS public comment had already been 
corrected in prior Board meetings. 


-Directed Mr. Johnston to contact the Institutional Rules Review Committee concerning 
the third piece of IPLC public comment. 


Dr. Henggeler motioned to adjourn.  Mr. Fraser seconded. The motion passed 
unanimously. Meeting adjourned at 10:15 a.m. 
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MINUTES OF THE 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY 


OCTOBER 26 & 27, 2011 
 


HILTON GARDEN INN/SPECTRUM BOISE, IDAHO 
 
 
This meeting of the Board was held to conduct regular Board business. 
 
Chairman Richard de Blaquiere, Pharm D, called the meeting to order on October 26, 2011 at 8:05 a.m. 
In attendance were Board members Berk Fraser, R.Ph.; Nicole Chopski, Pharm D; Holly Henggeler, 
Pharm D; and Mark Johnston, R.Ph., Executive Director; Jenifer Marcus, DAG; Andy Snook, DAG; Jan 
Atkinson, Senior Compliance Officer; Lisa Culley, Compliance Officer; Mike Brown, Compliance Officer; 
Gina Knittel, Compliance Officer; and Wendy Hatten. 
 
The minutes of the August 22nd & 23rd, 2011 were reviewed. Dr. Henggeler motioned to approve minutes 
with minor corrections. Mr. Fraser seconded. The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Mr. Johnston introduced Mr. Tom Nielsen, Account Executive from Appriss who presented the National 
Precursor Log Exchange (NPLEx LE) reporting system. Mr. Johnston explained that Senator Joyce 
Broadsword had contacted the Board of Pharmacy requesting assistance in finding a helpful solution for 
law enforcement regarding smurfing in connection with the purchasing of pseudoephedrine, including 
across state lines. Mr. Nielsen explained that NAPLEx LE allows on-demand, real-time access to 
pharmacy logs from across the country via a web site, accessible from any PC with internet connectivity. 
Additionally NPLEx LE provides automated tools that give law enforcement the ability to monitor 
suspicious buying patterns and to ‘watch’ specific individuals who exceed the legal limits imposed by 
federal or state law. The Board agrees that there should be a tracking source for pseudoephedrine as it is 
a huge public safety issue. The Board has requested that Senator Broadsword bring legislative language 
to the Board. 
 
Ms. Atkinson presented a proposal from Chad Jungert, R.Ph, of Irwin Drug to add to his existing 
pharmacy a compounding room that would be housed in the basement of his building. Due to the unique 
circumstances surrounding the proposal Ms. Atkinson and Ms. Knittel, referred Mr. Jungert’s proposal to 
the Board. After a lengthy discussion between the Board members, Mr. Jungert and Tony Ellis, Pharmacy 
Technician, Dr. Chopski motioned to approve the proposal so long as all of the required paperwork was in 
place. Mr. Fraser seconded the motion. Dr. Henggeler requested that Dr. Chopski amend her motion to 
add additional security cameras to be installed in the hallway, stairway or anywhere necessary so that 
there is continuous monitoring from the pharmacy upstairs to the compounding room in the basement. Dr. 
Chopski amended her motion as requested. The motion carried unanimously.  
 
Dr. de Blaquiere called the meeting to order after a short break.  
 
Tony Bowler, of the Hagerman Business Center presented his request for proposed rule change 
regarding retail telepharmacy. Mr. Bowler would like to operate a telepharmacy that is not located in a 
medical care facility and does not utilize an ADS system; therefore, specially trained, remote technicians 
would have full access to Rx only stock bottles.  The Board questioned if Mr. Bowler had a building 
constructed and a contracted pharmacy.  Mr. Bowler replied that he had neither. The Board questioned if 
Hagerman would qualify as a rural location due to the location of the nearest pharmacies.  The Board 
asked Mr. Bowler to describe the special training that his remote technicians would receive, but Mr. 
Bowler had not developed such a program yet. The Board asked if Mr. Bowler could establish within a 
medical care facility, and Mr. Bowler responded that such a facility did not exist in Hagerman.  The Board 
asked why Mr. Bowler’s request included an alternative to an ADS system, and Mr. Bowler responded 
that ADS systems were too costly.  The Board declined to champion Mr. Bowler’s rule change request, 
due to public safety concerns that could result from the proposed facility not being located in a medical 
care facility and not utilizing an ADS system to safeguard drugs.    
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Mr. Johnston presented the Reciprocity application for Mr. Brad Stoick, R.Ph. Mr. Stoick’s application 
contained information regarding a prior suspension of his pharmacy license due to a felony conviction 
from the 1980’s. Based on the prior suspension and prior Board direction concerning felon applicants, Mr. 
Stoick’s application required review by the Board prior to consideration of licensing. Mr. Stoick was 
present and clarified for the Board information provided on his application. Mr. Fraser motioned to accept 
the reciprocity application for consideration of licensing. Dr. Henggeler seconded. The motion passed 
unanimously. 
 
The Board considered the reciprocity application for Mr. Germon Hill, R.Ph. Mr. Hill was suspended for 
three days in North Carolina in 2005.  As per prior Board direction, his application was reviewed by the 
Board prior to consideration of licensing. Mr. Germon was not present. Dr. Henggeler motioned to accept 
the reciprocity application for consideration of licensing. Mr. Fraser seconded. The motion passed 2-1 
with Dr. Chopski opposed.  
 
Mr. Snook presented case number BOP 10-223 stipulation and consent order in the matter of Thomas 
Piepmeyer, R.Ph, involving violations of Idaho Code 54-1726(a)&(f), and rule 184.04, for the misfilling of a 
prescription. Mr. Fraser recused himself. Mr. Piepmeyer has retired from the practice of pharmacy in the 
State of Idaho, and chose not to renew his pharmacist license or controlled substance registration. As a 
result both Mr. Piepmeyer’s pharmacist license and controlled substance registration have lapsed, and 
Mr. Pipemeyer shall be required to apply for reinstatement in order to practice pharmacy in the State of 
Idaho in the future. The stipulated agreement requires that upon any application for reinstatement Mr. 
Piepmeyer shall pay to the Board an administrative fine in the amount of $500.00, and provide proof of 
having completed a continuing education prescription misfills course with a minimum of 6 credit hours that 
has been approved in advance by the Board. Dr. Chopski motioned to accept the stipulation as written. 
Dr. Henggeler seconded. The motion passed unanimously.  
 
Mr. Snook presented case number BOP 11-052 stipulation and consent order in the matter of Benjamin 
Cook, Pharm D, involving violations of Idaho Code 54-1726(a)&(f), Idaho Code 37-2718(a)(4) and rules 
184.07 & 184.08, for diversion of Phentermine. Mr. Fraser recused himself. The stipulated agreement 
suspends Dr. Cook’s registration for twelve (12) months beginning on April 28, 2011. During the 
suspension period Dr. Cook shall not practice pharmacy in the State of Idaho and shall maintain complete 
compliance with all the terms and conditions of his pharmacy recovery network (PRN) contract that is 
administered by Southworth Associates. Upon receipt of proof of full compliance with all the terms of the 
stipulation and consent order, Dr. Cook shall be fully reinstated to a non-conditioned status without further 
proceedings. Dr. Chopski motioned to accept the stipulation and consent order as written. Dr. Henggeler 
seconded. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
Mr. Snook presented case number BOP 11-059 stipulation and consent order in the matter of Edward 
Newcombe M.D., involving violations of Idaho Code 37-2720, 3727-18(a)(4), and rule 496, for failing to 
maintain proper controlled substance inventories and records. Dr. Newcombe shall not order, handle, 
administer, dispense, store or maintain any controlled substance, including samples, in his office, home, 
automobile or any similar area for a minimum of two (2) years. Following one (1) year of continuous 
compliance with the terms of the stipulation and consent order Dr. Newcombe may petition the Board for 
modification of the stipulation and consent order or for reinstatement of his controlled substance 
registration to a non-conditioned status. Dr. Chopski inquired as to how compliance will be monitored. 
The Board has DEA reporting tools available to assist in monitoring compliance. Dr. de Blaquiere inquired 
if the Board of Medicine is acting on any of the violations. The Board of Medicine will be notified once the 
Board accepts the stipulation and consent order. Dr. Henggeler motioned to accept the stipulation and 
consent order as written. Mr. Fraser seconded. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
Mr. Johnston presented the travel calendar. Mr. Johnston attended the NACDS Conference on 
Technology in Boston, MA in August. Mr. Johnston and Mr. Fraser attended the NABP District meeting in 
Seattle, WA in October. Mr. Johnston and Ms. Marcus will attend the ASPL Fall Meeting in St Petersburg, 
FL, in November, and Ms. Atkinson will attend the NABP Interactive Compliance Officer forum in Chicago, 
IL, in December. Scheduled travel for 2012 includes Mr. Johnston attending the APHA meeting in New 
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Orleans, LA in March. Mr. Johnston, and tentatively Dr. Henggeler and Mr. Fraser will be attending the 
Annual NABP meeting in Philadelphia, PA in May. 
 
Mr. Johnston would like to apply for nomination for a District Executive Committee Member position with 
NABP. The election will be held at the Annual NABP meeting in May. This will require Mr. Johnston to 
attend approximately four (4) additional annual meetings. NABP would cover the associated cost for this 
designation. Dennis McAllister, Director of Regulatory Affairs for Medco Health Solutions and Mr. Fraser 
both commented positively regarding the benefits such a designation could provide for the Idaho State 
Board of Pharmacy. If nominated, the Board members are in support of Mr. Johnston accepting the 
nomination and/or position.  
 
Mr. Johnston and the Board members scheduled Board meeting dates to be held in 2012, including 
January 26th in Boise, April 5th in Pocatello, May 31st in Coeur d Alene, August 21st for a whole day and 
August 22nd for a ½ day, in Boise. There may be an additional meeting in July, and an October meeting 
date is yet to be determined. 
 
Dr. de Blaquiere called the meeting to order after a lunch break. 
 
Mr. Snook represented the Board in the matter of Ms. Debra Phillips, R.Ph. regarding an administrative 
complaint due to the results of a random audit/verification of continuing education (CE) credits for two (2) 
reporting periods, July 1 2008 through June 30, 2009 and July 1, 2009 through June 30, 2010. To date, 
documentation provided by Ms. Phillips evidenced that she had not completed the required amount of CE 
credits for either reporting period. Ms. Phillips participated in the hearing via telephone without legal 
representation. After carefully reviewing and considering testimony from Ms. Phillips, Ms. Atkinson and 
Dr. Paul Cady, Dean of the College of Pharmacy at Idaho State University, Dr. Henggeler motioned that 
in addition to the standard policy of completing double the missing CE credits and paying a $50.00 fine 
per missing CE, Ms. Phillips must also submit proof of required CE credits for the next five (5) years upon 
application for license renewal. Mr. Fraser seconded for discussion and possible amendment. Dr. 
Chopski and Mr. Fraser clarified that nine and one half (9.5) CE credits obtained this year could not be 
used as part of the doubled CE credits requirement but could be used towards the current year CE credit 
requirements. Mr. Fraser asked Dr. Henggeler to amend her motion to not accept two (2) of the CE 
credits that did not have Ms. Phillips name indicated on them. Dr. Henggeler agreed to amend her motion 
as such. Ms. Marcus summarized the motion before the Board. Ms. Phillips must complete and provide 
proof of the completion of 36 CE credits in compliance with rule 134, within 60 days of the hearing 
(December 25, 2011) (“Deadline”), pay a Board penalty of $900.00 by the deadline, and submit to the 
Board proof of completion of the required CE credits every year for the next five (5) years in conjunction 
with Ms. Phillips annual pharmacy license renewal. If Ms. Phillips can provide proof of the missing CE 
credits they will be accepted in lieu of completing the 36 CE credits. Dr. Henggeler motioned to accept the 
motion as summarized by Ms. Marcus. Mr. Fraser seconded. Vote: all in favor. 
 
Dr. de Blaquiere called for Public Comment. There was no public comment. 
 
Mr. Johnston continued the discussion on Rule 177 (Limited Service Pharmacies) from the prior Board 
meeting in August, as the Board tabled that discussion until Mr. Johnston could research the impact of 
the Board’s limited service pharmacy registration category on manufacturer’s preferred pricing and until 
Mr. Johnston could obtain input from other Idaho registered limited service pharmacies. For the record Dr. 
Chopski inquired if Mike Merrill and Jason Bailey were invited to attend today’s session.  Mr. Johnston 
indicated that they were invited and were not in attendance. Mr. Johnston’s study resulted in assurances 
that the Board’s limited service pharmacy registration has no bearing on a pharmacy receiving preferred 
pricing.  Mr. Johnston also held a conference call of several limited service pharmacy, pharmacists in 
charge, as instructed. The original request was for the Board to establish a demarcation line for limited 
service pharmacies of institutional patients only. After much Board discussion considering options 
presented by Mr. Johnston and comments from Reece Christensen, President/CEO of Pharmease, the 
Board developed the following policy statement concerning the types of orders that a limited service 
pharmacy can dispense: Drug orders for institutionalized patients and prescription drug orders for those 
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who likely would be institutionalized without receiving the added benefits typically provided by a limited 
service pharmacy.   
 
Dr. de Blaquiere called the meeting to order after a short break. 
 
Dr. de Blaquiere called for public comment. There was no public comment. 
 
Michelle Doornbos, ISU Pharm D candidate, publically commented on 23 rules, presenting proposed 
language on each.  The Board thanked Ms. Doornbos and explained that her comment would be 
discussed the following day.   
 
Mr. Christiansen presented public comment regarding rule 503:  Prescription Delivery Restrictions, which 
mimicked 8 other pieces of public comment.  Mr. Christensen and the others who commented would like 
the board to allow delivery of filled prescriptions to a patient’s licensed or registered health care provider. 
The Board thanked Mr. Christensen and explained that his comment would be discussed the following 
day.  
 
Dr. de Blaquiere asked Mr. Johnston to lead the agenda topic entitled legislation review.  Mr. Johnston 
reported that the legislative idea form and draft language that updates the schedules of controlled 
substances remains unchanged from the last meeting, as does the proposal concerning the prescription 
monitoring program, but that Mr. Johnston would like to strike HCG from the list of controlled substances 
in Idaho.  After much discussion, the Board directed Mr. Johnston to seek such an amendment to the 
Board’s proposed legislation.   
 
Glenn Luke presented the Board’s financial report for the Board office: 


• Comparisons of budget to expenses indicate that 30% of the fiscal year is completed and 31% of 
the budget has been used. 


• The Customer Service Representative 1 position that was requested in the original budget 
appropriation for fiscal year 2013 in the amount of $37,800.00 has been removed. 


• Fall renewal notices were mailed out on October 24, 2011. 
 
Mr. Fraser motioned to adjourn. Dr. Henggeler seconded. All were in favor. Meeting ended at 5:06 p.m. 
 


October 27, 2011 
 
Chairman Richard de Blaquiere, Pharm D, called the meeting to order on October 27, 2011 at 8:06 a.m. 
In attendance were Board members Berk Fraser, R.Ph.; Nicole Chopski, Pharm D; Holly Henggeler, 
Pharm D; and Mark Johnston, R.Ph., Executive Director; Jenifer Marcus, DAG; Andy Snook, DAG; Fred 
Collings, Chief Investigator; Jan Atkinson, Senior Compliance Officer; Lisa Culley, Compliance Officer; 
Mike Brown, Compliance Officer; Gina Knittel, Compliance Officer; and Wendy Hatten. 
 
The Board took time to read last minute public comment.  Written public comment not presented verbally 
on 10/25/11 during the open, public Board meeting included the following; 
 
 


• Nancy Kerr, Executive Director of the Board of Medicine, dated October 11, 2011 
 


• Karen Ewing, Executive Director of the Board of Veterinary Medicine, dated October 26, 2011 
 


• Jean Uranga, of Uranga & Uranga Attorneys At Law, dated October 26, 2011 
 


• Dr. Leslie Stone, of Northgate Veterinary Hospital, not dated but received October 20, 2011 
 


• Vicki Smith, Executive Director of the Idaho Veterinary Medical Association, dated October 25, 
2011 
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• Shane Bengoechea, Attorney at Law of Bengoechea Law Office, dated October 20, 2011 


 
• Sandy Evans, Executive Director of the Idaho Board of Nursing, dated October 25, 2011 


 
• American Society of Health-System Pharmacist, no date but received October 26, 2011 


 
• Karen Noonan, Director of State Affairs & Grassroots Advocacy of the American Society of 


Health-System Pharmacist, dated October 26, 2011 
 


• Martin Erikson III, R.Ph., Director of Professional Services  & Regulatory Affairs for Gallipot, 
dated September 20, 2011 
 


• Ryan Bush, Legislative Research Analyst, dated October 26, 2011 
 


 
 
After much debate, the Board approved the following changes, which constitute the Board’s changes from 
proposed to pending rules, except for considering the Board of Medicine’s public comment, which will 
take place via a future, open, public comment, conference call meeting of the Board after Mr. Johnston 
meets with the Board of Medicine to clarify their public comment.  


010. DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS (A -- I). 


 28. Flavoring Agent.  An additive used in food or drugs when the additive is used in 
accordance with the principles of good pharmacy practices and in the minimum quantity required to 
produce its intended effect.: (        ) 


 a. Is used in accordance with the principles of good pharmacy practices and in the minimum 
quantity required to produce its intended effect; (        ) 


 b. Consists of one or more ingredients generally recognized as safe in food and drugs;(        ) 


 c. Is not greater than five percent (5%) of the total weight of the product. (        ) 


 31. Hospital System. A hospital or hospitals and at least one (1) on-site institutional 
pharmacy under common ownership. A hospital system may also include a hospital or hospitals and one 
(1) or more COE pharmacies under common ownership. (        ) 


011. DEFINITIONS AND ABBREVIATIONS (J -- R). 


 09. Pharmaceutical Care Services. A broad range of pharmacist-provided cognitive 
services, activities and responsibilities intended to optimize drug-related therapeutic outcomes for 
patients. Pharmaceutical care services may be performed independent of, or concurrently with, the 
dispensing or administration of a drug or device and encompasses services provided by way of MTMDTM 
under a collaborative practice agreement, pharmacotherapy, clinical pharmacy practice, pharmacist 
independent practice, and DTM under a collaborative practice agreement MTM. Pharmaceutical care 
services are not limited to, but may include one (1) or more of the following, according to the individual 
needs of the patient: (        ) 


 a. Performing or obtaining necessary assessments of the patient’s health status;  (        ) 


 b. Reviewing, analyzing, evaluating, formulating or providing a drug utilization or treatment 
plan; (        ) 
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 c. Monitoring and evaluating the patient’s response to therapy, including safety and 
effectiveness; (        )            


 d. Performing a comprehensive drug review to identify, resolve, and prevent drug-related 
problems, including adverse drug events;  (        ) 


 e. Documenting the care delivered;  (        ) 


 f. Communicating essential information or referring the patient to other care providers when 
necessary or appropriate;  (        ) 


 g. Providing counseling education, information, support services, and resources applicable 
to a drug, disease state, or a related condition or designed to enhance patient 
compliance with therapeutic regimens;  (        ) 


 h. Conducting a drug therapy review consultation with the patient or caregiver;  (        ) 


 i. Preparing or providing information as part of a personal health record;  (        ) 


 j. Identifying processes to improve continuity of care and patient outcomes;  (        ) 


 k. Providing consultative drug-related intervention and referral services;  (        ) 


 l. Coordinating and integrating pharmaceutical care services within the broader health care 
management services being provided to the patient; and (        ) 


 m. Other services as allowed by law.  (        ) 


013. WAIVERS OR VARIANCES. 


 05. Administrative DeadlinesProhibited Requests. A waiver or variance request that is in 
any manner contrary to federal law, Idaho Code, or that seeks to delays or cancels an administrative 
deadline will not be considered or granted by the Board.            


016. BOARD OF PHARMACY LICENSURE AND REGISTRATION. 
The Board is responsible for the control and regulation of the practice of pharmacy in or into the state of 
Idaho, which includes the licensure or registration of professional, supportive, and ancillary personnel 
who engage in or support the practice. The Board is also responsible for the control, regulation, and 
registration of persons or drug outlets that manufacture, distribute, or dispense controlled substances 
within or into the state. Licenses or registrations required by state or federal law, or both, must be 
obtained prior to engaging in these practices or their supportive functions. (        ) 


 01. Pharmacy Practice Act Licenses and Registrations. The Board will issue or renew a 
license or a certificate of registration upon application and determination that the applicant has satisfied 
the requirements of the Idaho Pharmacy Act and any additional criteria specified by these rules for the 
license or registration classification. Licenses and certificates of registration issued pursuant to Title 54, 
Chapter 17, Idaho Code, expire annually on June 30 unless an alternate expiration term or date is 
specifically stated in these rules. (        ) 


 02. Idaho Controlled Substances Act Registrations. The Board will issue or renew 
controlled substance registrations upon application and determination that the applicant has satisfied the 
requirements of the Idaho Controlled Substances Act and any additional criteria specified by state or 
federal law applicable to applicants that manufacture, distribute, or dispense, or conduct research with, 
controlled substances. Registrations issued pursuant to Title 37, Chapter 27, Idaho Code, expire annually 
on June 30 for pharmacists and on December 31 for all other registrants. (        ) 
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 a. Unless a wholesaler, an applicant for an Idaho controlled substance registration must 
hold a valid, unrestricted Idaho license to prescribe, dispense, or administer controlled substances and, 
unless a pharmacist or certified euthanasia technician, a valid federal DEA registration.  If a required 
license or registration is cancelled or otherwise invalidated by the issuing agency, the Idaho controlled 
substance registration will be correspondingly cancelled.  (        ) 


 b. A registrant engaging in more than one (1) group of independent activities, as defined by 
federal law, must obtain a separate Idaho controlled substance registration for each group of activities if 
not exempted from separate DEA registration by federal law.  (        ) 


020. BOARD FEES. 


 03. Fee for Dishonored Payment. A reasonable administrative fee may be charged for a 
dishonored check or other form of payment. If a license or registration application has been approved or 
renewed by the Board and payment is subsequently dishonored, the approval or renewal is immediately 
revoked cancelled on the basis of the submission of an incomplete application. The board may require 
subsequent payments to be made by cashier’s check, money order, or other form of guaranteed funds.            


 04. Overpayment of Fees. “Overpayment” refers to the payment of any fee in excess of the 
required amount. Refunds issued will be reduced by a reasonable processing fee that will not exceed one 
hundred dollars ($100).            


021. FEE SCHEDULE. 


 03. Certificates of Registration and Licensure - Facilities. (        ) 


 a. Retail pharmacy - registration or annual renewal:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        ) 


 b. Institutional facility - registration or annual renewal. (        ) 


 i. Hospital pharmacy:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        ) 


 ii. Nursing home:  thirty-five dollars ($35). (        ) 


 iii. Hospital without a pharmacy:  thirty-five dollars ($35). (        ) 


 c.  Manufacturer (including a repackager that is a manufacturer’s authorized distributor of 
record) - registration or annual renewal:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        ) 


 d. Wholesaler. (        ) 


 i. License or annual renewal:  one hundred thirty dollars ($130); or (        ) 


 ii. Registration or annual renewal:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        ) 


 e. Veterinary drug outlet - registration or annual renewal:  one hundred dollars ($100).(        ) 


 f. Telepharmacy across state lines - registration or annual renewal:  one hundred dollars 
($100).(        ) 


 g. Mail service pharmacy. (        ) 


 i. Initial license:  five hundred dollars ($500). (        ) 


 ii. License annual renewal:  two hundred fifty dollars ($250). (        ) 
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 h. Limited service outlet - registration or annual renewal.  (        ) 


 i. Limited service pharmacy outlet, if not listed:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        ) 


 ii. Parenteral admixture pharmacy:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        ) 


 iii. Remote dispensing pharmacy:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        ) 


 iv. Facility operating a narcotic treatment program:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        ) 


 v. Durable medical equipment outlet:  fifty dollars ($50). (        ) 


 vi. Prescriber drug outlet:  thirty five dollars ($35). (        ) 


 i. Analytical or research lab – registration or annual renewal:  forty dollars ($40). (        ) 


 j. Retail non-pharmacy outlets - registration or annual renewal. (        ) 


 i. “A” (Stocks more than fifty (50) drug items):  sixty dollars ($60). (        ) 


 ii. “B” (Stocks fifty (50) or fewer drug items):  twenty-five dollars ($25). (        ) 


 iii. “V” (Vending machines):  ten dollars ($10) per machine. (        ) 


 k. Supplemental facility registrations or annual renewals. (        ) 


 i. Laminar flow or other hood, biological safety cabinet, or barrier isolator – single 
registration required for one (1) or more hoods:  no charge. (        ) 


 ii. ADS system – single registration required for one (1) or more systems:  no charge. (        ) 


 l. Reinstatement:  one-half (1/2) the amount of the annual fee. (        ) 


 05. Administrative Services and Publications. (        ) 


 a. Experiential hours certification:  twenty-five dollars ($25). (        ) 


 b. Controlled substance inventory book:  fifteen dollars ($15). (        ) 


 cb. Duplicate pharmacist certificate of licensure:  thirty-five dollars ($35). (        ) 


 dc. Duplicate registration or license card:  ten dollars ($10). (        ) 


 ed. Commercial lists. (        ) 


 i. Pharmacy list:  fifty dollars ($50). (        ) 


 ii. Pharmacist list:  fifty dollars ($50). (        ) 


 iii. Controlled Substances Act (“CSA”) registrant list:  one hundred fifty dollars ($150). (        ) 


 fe. Official Idaho Register:  fifteen dollars ($15). (        ) 


 gf. Idaho Pharmacy Laws and Rules book:  thirty-five dollars ($35). (        ) 
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 hg. Hearing transcript:  five dollars ($5) per page. (        ) 
 


030. PHARMACIST LICENSURE BY EXAMINATION – ACCREDITED SCHOOL OR COLLEGE OF 
PHARMACY GRADUATES. 
To be considered for licensure, a graduate of an accredited school or college of pharmacy within the 
United States must satisfy the requirements of Section 54-1722(1)(a) through (e), Idaho Code, and 
submit to the Board an complete application for licensure by examination. (        ) 


040. CERTIFIED PHARMACY TECHNICIAN REGISTRATION. 
To be approved for registration as a certified pharmacy 


042. PHARMACY TECHNICIAN CERTIFICATION – CONTINUOUS EMPLOYMENT EXEMPTION. 


technician, a person must satisfy the following 
requirements: (        ) 


A technician registered with the Board and employed as a technician on June 30, 2009, is not required to 
obtain or maintain certification as a condition of registration renewal after June 30, 2009, as long as the 
registrant remains continuously employed as a technician by the same employer. If a registrant that 
qualifies for this exemption disrupts continuous employment as a technician with one employer, the 
technician registration will correspondingly terminate on the date of employment termination. The person 
must thereafter satisfy the certified pharmacy technician 


100. ELECTRONIC RECORDKEEPING SYSTEM. 


registration requirements of these rules to be 
lawfully employed as, or otherwise perform the duties of, a technician. (        ) 


Unless specifically exempted by these rules, an electronic recordkeeping system must be used to 
establish and store patient medication records and prescription drug order, refill, and transfer information.(        ) 


 05. System Downtime. Pharmacies must have an may use handwritten records or another 
auxiliary procedure for documentation of refills of prescription drug orders in the event of athe system 
downtimebecomes inoperative while the pharmacy is open that ensures: (        ) 


 a. That rRefills are authorized by the original prescription drug order; (        ) 


 b. If a controlled substance, That the maximum number of refills is not exceeded; and (        ) 


 c. That tThe required data is retained for data entry as soon asinto the system within ninety-
six (96) hours after the electronic recordkeeping system is restored.   (        ) 


 d. Nothing in this subsection precludes a pharmacist from exercising professional judgment 
in the issuance of an emergency prescription refill, pursuant to these rules, for the benefit of a patient’s 
health or safety.  (        ) 


102. ELECTRONIC RECORDKEEPING SYSTEM – PRESCRIPTION DRUG ORDER 
INFORMATION. 


 01. Original Prescription Drug Order Information. For each original prescription drug 
order, the information entered into the electronic recordkeeping system must include at least the 
following: (        ) 


 a. The serial number, if any; (        ) 


 b. The date of issuance; (        ) 


 c. The date filled; (        ) 
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 d. The identity of each pharmacist individual involved in or, alternatively, the pharmacist 
ultimately responsible for its processing, filling, or dispensing; (        ) 


 e. The drug name, strength, dosage form, quantity prescribed (and quantity dispensed if 
different from the quantity prescribed); (        ) 


 f. The directions for use; (        ) 


 g. The total number of refills authorized by the prescriber, if applicable; (        ) 


 h. The name of the prescriber; and (        ) 


 i. For controlled substances, the prescriber’s address and DEA registration number. (        ) 


119. PRESCRIPTION DRUG ORDER – RETENTION, INSPECTION, AND COPYING. 


 01. Prescriber InspectionPrescription Retention. A prescription drug order must be 
retained in a readily retrievable manner, in the paper or electronic form issued, and must be made 
available for inspection by the issuing prescriber upon request. (        ) 


135. DRUG PRODUCT FLAVORING. 
A flavoring agent may be added to a drug product at the discretion of a pharmacist or up


140. STANDARD PRESCRIPTION DRUG LABELING. 


on request by the 
prescriber, the patient, or the patient’s agent. (        ) 


Unless otherwise directed by these rules, a prescription drug must be dispensed in an appropriate 
container that bears the following information: (        ) 


 01. Dispenser Information. The name, address, and telephone number of the dispenser 
(person or business); (        ) 


 02. Prescription Number. The prescription serial number; (        ) 


 03. Date. The date the prescription is filled; (        ) 


 04. Prescriber. The name of the prescriber; (        ) 


 05. Patient. The name of the patient, and if the patient is an animal, the species; (        ) 


 06. Drug Name and Strength. Unless otherwise directed by the prescriber, the name and 
strength of the drug (the generic name and its manufacturer’s name or the brand name);(        ) 


 07. Quantity. The quantity of item dispensed; (        ) 


 08. Directions. The directions for use; (        ) 


 09. Cautionary Information. Cautionary information as required or deemed appropriate for 
proper use and patient safety; (        ) 


 10. Expiration. An expiration date that is the lesser of: (        ) 


 a. One (1) year from the date of dispensing; (        ) 


 b. The manufacturer’s original expiration date; (        ) 
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 c. The appropriate expiration date for a reconstituted suspension or beyond use date for a 
compounded product; or (        ) 


 d. A shorter period if warranted; and (        ) 


 11. Refills. The number of refills remaining, if any, or the last date through which the 
prescription is refillable.; and (        ) 


 12. Warning. “Caution: State or federal law, or both, prohibits the transfer of this drug to any 
person other than the patient for whom it was prescribed.” 


141. INSTITUTIONAL FACILITY – DRUG LABELING. 


 01. Labeling for Patient Use While in the Facility. Except if dispensed in unit dose 
packaging, a drug dispensed for patient use while in an institutional facility a hospital 
must be dispensed in an appropriate container that bears at least the following 
information: (        ) 


200. CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES – POSITIVE IDENTIFICATION REQUIRED. 
A potential recipient of a filled controlled substance prescription must first be positively identified 
or the controlled substance must not be dispensed. (        ) 


 01. Positive Identification Presumed. Positive identification is presumed and presentation 
of identification is not required if dispensing directly to the patient and if:            


 a. The prescription controlled substance will be paid for, in whole or in part, by an insurer; or(        ) 


 b. The pharmacy dispenser is part of the institutional facility where the patient is being 
treated. (        ) 


 02. Personal Identification. Presentation of identification is also not required if the individual 
receiving the controlled substance is personally and positively known by a pharmacy or 
prescriber drug outlet staff member who is present and identifies the individual and the 
personal identification is documented by recording: (        ) 


 a. The recipient’s name (if other than the patient); (        ) 


 b. A notation indicating that the recipient was known to the pharmacy staff member; and(        ) 


 c. The identity of the pharmacy staff member making the personal identification. (        ) 


 03. Acceptable Identification. The identification presented must include an unaltered 
photograph and signature and acceptable forms include a valid state or military driver’s 
license or identification card and a valid passport.            


 04. Identification Documentation. Documentation of the recipient’s identification must be 
permanently linked to the record of the dispensed prescription controlled substance and 
must include: (        ) 


 a. A copy of the identification presented; or (        ) 


 b. A record that includes: (        ) 


 i. The recipient’s name; (        ) 
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 ii. A notation of the type of identification presented; (        ) 


 iii. The state, military branch, or other government entity that issued the identification; and(        ) 


 iv. The identification number of the driver’s license, identification card, or passport. (        ) 


203. CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES – PRESCRIBER RESTRICTIONS ADMINISTRATION AND 
DELIVERY.  


Prescribing, administering, dispensing, or delivering a controlled substance for oneself or, when 
contrary to the prescriber’s scope of practice or prescriptive authority,


230. INVESTIGATIONAL DRUGS. 


 prescribing, dispensing, 
administering, or delivering a controlled substance to an immediate family member when contrary 
to the prescriber’s scope of practice or prescriptive authority is prohibited. (        ) 


I investigational drugs must be properly labeled and administered only under the supervision of a 
principal physician-investigator or an authorized clinician. (        ) 


 01. Administration of Investigational Drugs. Nurses may administer investigational drugs 
only after completion of appropriate education and training by the clinician on relevant 
pharmacologic information about investigational drugs. (        ) 


 02. Information on Investigational Drugs. Essential information resources regarding 
investigational drugs must be readily available. (        ) 


231. – 239. (RESERVED). 


240. STERILE PRODUCT PREPARATION. 


 01. Environmental Controls. Except when prepared for immediate administration, Tthe 
environment for the preparation of sterile products in a drug outlet must be in an isolated area, designed 
to avoid unnecessary traffic and airflow disturbances, and equipped to accommodate aseptic techniques 
and conditions. (        ) 


 a. Hoods and aseptic environmental control devices must be certified for operational 
efficiency as often as recommended by the manufacturer or at least every twelve (12) months or if 
relocated. (        ) 


 b. Prefilters must be inspected and replaced in accordance with the mmanufacturer’s 
recommendations. (        ) 


263. CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE DISPOSAL.  
A controlled substance registrant must dispose of expired, excess, or unwanted controlled substances 
through the services of a DEA-registered reverse distributor or by another method permitted by federal 
law.


263. – 264. (RESERVED). 


 (        ) 


290. ADS SYSTEM – MINIMUM STANDARDS. 
This rule establishes the minimum standards for the use of an ADS system to dispense and store drugs 
and devices. (        ) 


 03. System Access, Monitoring, and Control. Access to the ADS system must be 
monitored and controlled as follows:            
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 a. Proper identification controls, including electronic passwords or other coded identification, 
must be utilized and access control must be limited and authorized by the prescriber, PIC, or director;(        ) 


 b. The prescriber, PIC, or director must be able to stop or change access at any time; (        ) 


 c. The prescriber, PIC, or director must maintain a current and immediately retrievable list of 
persons who have access and the limits of that access; and (        ) 


 d. Review of user access reports must be conducted periodically to ensure that access by 
persons no longer employed has been appropriately disabled.; and (        ) 


 e. Access for maintenance or repair must be pre-approved by the prescriber, PIC, or 
director and must be performed under the continuous supervision of a person with appropriate access 
authorization. 


320. PHARMACIST INDEPENDENT PRACTICE. 
An Idaho-licensed pharmacist may provide pharmaceutical care services outside of a pharmacy or 
institutional facility, including across state lines,


 01. Access to Relevant Information. The pharmacist has access to prescription drug order 
records, patient profiles, or other relevant medical information and appropriately reviews the information;(        ) 


 if the following conditions are met:  (        ) 


 02. Information Protected from Unauthorized Use. Access to the information required by 
these rules is protected from unauthorized access and use; and (        ) 


 03. Records Maintained in Electronic Recordkeeping System. The pharmacist maintains 
the records or other patient-specific information created, collected, or used in an electronic recordkeeping 
system that complies with the requirements of these rules. (        ) 


503. PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY RESTRICTIONS. 
A pharmacist must not participate in any arrangement or agreement whereby filled prescriptions may be 
left at, picked up from, accepted by, or delivered to any place of business not registered as a pharmacy 
except that a pharmacist or a pharmacy, by means of its agent, may deliver filled prescriptions to the 
patient, the patient’s residence, or to the hospital or other institutional facility in which the patient is 
convalescing, or if a non-controlled substance, to the patient’s licensed or registered healthcare provider


605. PHARMACY SECURITY. 


.(        ) 


 02. Non-Institutional Pharmacy Security During Pharmacist Absence. A non-institutional 
pharmacy must be closed for business and secured during all times a pharmacist is not present except 
for temporarybrief  pharmacist absences for on-premises rest breaks within the business establishment or 
to perform professional services in the peripheral areas immediately outside of the pharmacy. (        ) 


712. RETAIL TELEPHARMACY WITH REMOTE DISPENSING SITES – POLICIES AND 
PROCEDURES. 
A supervising pharmacy commencing telepharmacy operations with a remote dispensing site after 
August 23, 2011, must adopt policies and procedures that address each of the following areas prior to 
engaging in the practice of telepharmacy. (        ) 
 
A break was called due to Mr. Johnston being called into an emergency meeting with the District Attorney 
General Office, regarding a controlled substance registration issue. 
 
Dr. de Blaquiere called the meeting back to order after a lunch break. 
 
Dr. Chopski motioned to adjourn. Dr. Henggeler seconded. All were in favor.  
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The meeting ended at 1:23 p.m.  





		010. Definitions and Abbreviations (A -- I).

		28. Flavoring Agent.  An additive used in food or drugs when the additive is used in accordance with the principles of good pharmacy practices and in the minimum quantity required to produce its intended effect.: (        )

		a. Is used in accordance with the principles of good pharmacy practices and in the minimum quantity required to produce its intended effect; (        )

		b. Consists of one or more ingredients generally recognized as safe in food and drugs; (        )

		c. Is not greater than five percent (5%) of the total weight of the product. (        )



		31. Hospital System. A hospital or hospitals and at least one (1) on-site institutional pharmacy under common ownership. A hospital system may also include a hospital or hospitals and one (1) or more COE pharmacies under common ownership. (        )



		011. Definitions and Abbreviations (J -- R).

		09. Pharmaceutical Care Services. A broad range of pharmacist-provided cognitive services, activities and responsibilities intended to optimize drug-related therapeutic outcomes for patients. Pharmaceutical care services may be performed independent ...

		a. Performing or obtaining necessary assessments of the patient’s health status;  (        )

		b. Reviewing, analyzing, evaluating, formulating or providing a drug utilization or treatment plan; (        )

		c. Monitoring and evaluating the patient’s response to therapy, including safety and effectiveness; (        )   (        )

		d. Performing a comprehensive drug review to identify, resolve, and prevent drug-related problems, including adverse drug events;  (        )

		e. Documenting the care delivered;  (        )

		f. Communicating essential information or referring the patient to other care providers when necessary or appropriate;  (        )

		g. Providing counseling education, information, support services, and resources applicable to a drug, disease state, or a related condition or designed to enhance patient compliance with therapeutic regimens;  (        )

		h. Conducting a drug therapy review consultation with the patient or caregiver;  (        )

		i. Preparing or providing information as part of a personal health record;  (        )

		j. Identifying processes to improve continuity of care and patient outcomes;  (        )

		k. Providing consultative drug-related intervention and referral services;  (        )

		l. Coordinating and integrating pharmaceutical care services within the broader health care management services being provided to the patient; and (        )

		m. Other services as allowed by law.  (        )





		013. Waivers or Variances.

		05. Administrative DeadlinesProhibited Requests. A waiver or variance request that is in any manner contrary to federal law, Idaho Code, or that seeks to delays or cancels an administrative deadline will not be considered or granted by the Board.   (...



		016. Board of Pharmacy Licensure and Registration.

		01. Pharmacy Practice Act Licenses and Registrations. The Board will issue or renew a license or a certificate of registration upon application and determination that the applicant has satisfied the requirements of the Idaho Pharmacy Act and any addi...

		02. Idaho Controlled Substances Act Registrations. The Board will issue or renew controlled substance registrations upon application and determination that the applicant has satisfied the requirements of the Idaho Controlled Substances Act and any ad...

		a. Unless a wholesaler, an applicant for an Idaho controlled substance registration must hold a valid, unrestricted Idaho license to prescribe, dispense, or administer controlled substances and, unless a pharmacist or certified euthanasia technician,...

		b. A registrant engaging in more than one (1) group of independent activities, as defined by federal law, must obtain a separate Idaho controlled substance registration for each group of activities if not exempted from separate DEA registration by fe...





		020. Board Fees.

		03. Fee for Dishonored Payment. A reasonable administrative fee may be charged for a dishonored check or other form of payment. If a license or registration application has been approved or renewed by the Board and payment is subsequently dishonored,...

		04. Overpayment of Fees. “Overpayment” refers to the payment of any fee in excess of the required amount. Refunds issued will be reduced by a reasonable processing fee that will not exceed one hundred dollars ($100).   (        )



		021. Fee Schedule.

		03. Certificates of Registration and Licensure - Facilities. (        )

		a. Retail pharmacy - registration or annual renewal:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        )

		b. Institutional facility - registration or annual renewal. (        )

		i. Hospital pharmacy:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        )

		ii. Nursing home:  thirty-five dollars ($35). (        )

		iii. Hospital without a pharmacy:  thirty-five dollars ($35). (        )

		c.  Manufacturer (including a repackager that is a manufacturer’s authorized distributor of record) - registration or annual renewal:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        )

		d. Wholesaler. (        )

		i. License or annual renewal:  one hundred thirty dollars ($130); or (        )

		ii. Registration or annual renewal:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        )

		e. Veterinary drug outlet - registration or annual renewal:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        )

		f. Telepharmacy across state lines - registration or annual renewal:  one hundred dollars ($100).(        )

		g. Mail service pharmacy. (        )

		i. Initial license:  five hundred dollars ($500). (        )

		ii. License annual renewal:  two hundred fifty dollars ($250). (        )

		h. Limited service outlet - registration or annual renewal.  (        )

		i. Limited service pharmacy outlet, if not listed:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        )

		ii. Parenteral admixture pharmacy:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        )

		iii. Remote dispensing pharmacy:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        )

		iv. Facility operating a narcotic treatment program:  one hundred dollars ($100). (        )

		v. Durable medical equipment outlet:  fifty dollars ($50). (        )

		vi. Prescriber drug outlet:  thirty five dollars ($35). (        )

		i. Analytical or research lab – registration or annual renewal:  forty dollars ($40). (        )

		j. Retail non-pharmacy outlets - registration or annual renewal. (        )

		i. “A” (Stocks more than fifty (50) drug items):  sixty dollars ($60). (        )

		ii. “B” (Stocks fifty (50) or fewer drug items):  twenty-five dollars ($25). (        )

		iii. “V” (Vending machines):  ten dollars ($10) per machine. (        )

		k. Supplemental facility registrations or annual renewals. (        )

		i. Laminar flow or other hood, biological safety cabinet, or barrier isolator – single registration required for one (1) or more hoods:  no charge. (        )

		ii. ADS system – single registration required for one (1) or more systems:  no charge. (        )

		l. Reinstatement:  one-half (1/2) the amount of the annual fee. (        )



		05. Administrative Services and Publications. (        )

		a. Experiential hours certification:  twenty-five dollars ($25). (        )

		b. Controlled substance inventory book:  fifteen dollars ($15). (        )

		cb. Duplicate pharmacist certificate of licensure:  thirty-five dollars ($35). (        )

		dc. Duplicate registration or license card:  ten dollars ($10). (        )

		ed. Commercial lists. (        )

		i. Pharmacy list:  fifty dollars ($50). (        )

		ii. Pharmacist list:  fifty dollars ($50). (        )

		iii. Controlled Substances Act (“CSA”) registrant list:  one hundred fifty dollars ($150). (        )

		fe. Official Idaho Register:  fifteen dollars ($15). (        )

		gf. Idaho Pharmacy Laws and Rules book:  thirty-five dollars ($35). (        )

		hg. Hearing transcript:  five dollars ($5) per page. (        )





		030. Pharmacist Licensure by Examination – Accredited School or College of Pharmacy Graduates.

		040. Certified Pharmacy Technician Registration.

		042. Pharmacy Technician Certification – Continuous Employment Exemption.

		100. Electronic Recordkeeping System.

		05. System Downtime. Pharmacies must have an may use handwritten records or another auxiliary procedure for documentation of refills of prescription drug orders in the event of athe system downtimebecomes inoperative while the pharmacy is open that e...

		a. That rRefills are authorized by the original prescription drug order; (        )

		b. If a controlled substance, That the maximum number of refills is not exceeded; and (        )

		c. That tThe required data is retained for data entry as soon asinto the system within ninety-six (96) hours after the electronic recordkeeping system is restored.   (        )

		d. Nothing in this subsection precludes a pharmacist from exercising professional judgment in the issuance of an emergency prescription refill, pursuant to these rules, for the benefit of a patient’s health or safety.  (        )





		102. Electronic Recordkeeping System – Prescription Drug Order Information.

		01. Original Prescription Drug Order Information. For each original prescription drug order, the information entered into the electronic recordkeeping system must include at least the following: (        )

		a. The serial number, if any; (        )

		b. The date of issuance; (        )

		c. The date filled; (        )

		d. The identity of each pharmacist individual involved in or, alternatively, the pharmacist ultimately responsible for its processing, filling, or dispensing; (        )

		e. The drug name, strength, dosage form, quantity prescribed (and quantity dispensed if different from the quantity prescribed); (        )

		f. The directions for use; (        )

		g. The total number of refills authorized by the prescriber, if applicable; (        )

		h. The name of the prescriber; and (        )

		i. For controlled substances, the prescriber’s address and DEA registration number. (        )





		119. Prescription Drug Order – Retention, Inspection, and Copying.

		01. Prescriber InspectionPrescription Retention. A prescription drug order must be retained in a readily retrievable manner, in the paper or electronic form issued, and must be made available for inspection by the issuing prescriber upon request. (  ...



		135. Drug Product Flavoring.

		140. Standard Prescription Drug Labeling.

		01. Dispenser Information. The name, address, and telephone number of the dispenser (person or business); (        )

		02. Prescription Number. The prescription serial number; (        )

		03. Date. The date the prescription is filled; (        )

		04. Prescriber. The name of the prescriber; (        )

		05. Patient. The name of the patient, and if the patient is an animal, the species; (        )

		06. Drug Name and Strength. Unless otherwise directed by the prescriber, the name and strength of the drug (the generic name and its manufacturer’s name or the brand name); (        )

		07. Quantity. The quantity of item dispensed; (        )

		08. Directions. The directions for use; (        )

		09. Cautionary Information. Cautionary information as required or deemed appropriate for proper use and patient safety; (        )

		10. Expiration. An expiration date that is the lesser of: (        )

		a. One (1) year from the date of dispensing; (        )

		b. The manufacturer’s original expiration date; (        )

		c. The appropriate expiration date for a reconstituted suspension or beyond use date for a compounded product; or (        )

		d. A shorter period if warranted; and (        )



		11. Refills. The number of refills remaining, if any, or the last date through which the prescription is refillable.; and (        )

		12. Warning. “Caution: State or federal law, or both, prohibits the transfer of this drug to any person other than the patient for whom it was prescribed.”



		141. Institutional Facility – Drug Labeling.

		01. Labeling for Patient Use While in the Facility. Except if dispensed in unit dose packaging, a drug dispensed for patient use while in an institutional facility a hospital must be dispensed in an appropriate container that bears at least the follo...



		200. Controlled Substances – Positive Identification Required.

		01. Positive Identification Presumed. Positive identification is presumed and presentation of identification is not required if dispensing directly to the patient and if:   (        )

		a. The prescription controlled substance will be paid for, in whole or in part, by an insurer; or (        )

		b. The pharmacy dispenser is part of the institutional facility where the patient is being treated. (        )



		02. Personal Identification. Presentation of identification is also not required if the individual receiving the controlled substance is personally and positively known by a pharmacy or prescriber drug outlet staff member who is present and identifie...

		a. The recipient’s name (if other than the patient); (        )

		b. A notation indicating that the recipient was known to the pharmacy staff member; and (        )

		c. The identity of the pharmacy staff member making the personal identification. (        )



		03. Acceptable Identification. The identification presented must include an unaltered photograph and signature and acceptable forms include a valid state or military driver’s license or identification card and a valid passport.   (        )

		04. Identification Documentation. Documentation of the recipient’s identification must be permanently linked to the record of the dispensed prescription controlled substance and must include: (        )

		a. A copy of the identification presented; or (        )

		b. A record that includes: (        )

		i. The recipient’s name; (        )

		ii. A notation of the type of identification presented; (        )

		iii. The state, military branch, or other government entity that issued the identification; and (        )

		iv. The identification number of the driver’s license, identification card, or passport. (        )





		203. Controlled Substances – Prescriber restrictions Administration and Delivery.

		230. Investigational Drugs.

		01. Administration of Investigational Drugs. Nurses may administer investigational drugs only after completion of appropriate education and training by the clinician on relevant pharmacologic information about investigational drugs. (        )

		02. Information on Investigational Drugs. Essential information resources regarding investigational drugs must be readily available. (        )



		231. – 239. (Reserved).

		240. Sterile Product Preparation.

		01. Environmental Controls. Except when prepared for immediate administration, Tthe environment for the preparation of sterile products in a drug outlet must be in an isolated area, designed to avoid unnecessary traffic and airflow disturbances, and ...

		a. Hoods and aseptic environmental control devices must be certified for operational efficiency as often as recommended by the manufacturer or at least every twelve (12) months or if relocated. (        )

		b. Prefilters must be inspected and replaced in accordance with the mmanufacturer’s recommendations. (        )





		263. Controlled substance disposal.

		263. – 264. (Reserved).

		290. ADS System – Minimum Standards.

		03. System Access, Monitoring, and Control. Access to the ADS system must be monitored and controlled as follows:   (        )

		a. Proper identification controls, including electronic passwords or other coded identification, must be utilized and access control must be limited and authorized by the prescriber, PIC, or director; (        )

		b. The prescriber, PIC, or director must be able to stop or change access at any time; (        )

		c. The prescriber, PIC, or director must maintain a current and immediately retrievable list of persons who have access and the limits of that access; and (        )

		d. Review of user access reports must be conducted periodically to ensure that access by persons no longer employed has been appropriately disabled.; and (        )

		e. Access for maintenance or repair must be pre-approved by the prescriber, PIC, or director and must be performed under the continuous supervision of a person with appropriate access authorization.





		320. Pharmacist Independent Practice.

		01. Access to Relevant Information. The pharmacist has access to prescription drug order records, patient profiles, or other relevant medical information and appropriately reviews the information; (        )

		02. Information Protected from Unauthorized Use. Access to the information required by these rules is protected from unauthorized access and use; and (        )

		03. Records Maintained in Electronic Recordkeeping System. The pharmacist maintains the records or other patient-specific information created, collected, or used in an electronic recordkeeping system that complies with the requirements of these rules...



		503. Prescription Delivery Restrictions.

		605. Pharmacy Security.

		02. Non-Institutional Pharmacy Security During Pharmacist Absence. A non-institutional pharmacy must be closed for business and secured during all times a pharmacist is not present except for temporarybrief  pharmacist absences for on-premises rest b...



		712. Retail Telepharmacy with Remote Dispensing Sites – Policies and Procedures.
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MINUTES OF THE 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY 


AUGUST 22 & 23, 2011 
 


IDAHO STATE CAPITAL BOISE, IDAHO 
 
 
This meeting of the Board was held to conduct regular Board business. 
 
Chairman Richard de Blaquiere, Pharm D, called the meeting to order on August 22, 
2011 at 12:05 p.m. In attendance were Board members Berk Fraser, R.Ph.; Nicole 
Chopski, Pharm D; Holly Henggeler, Pharm D; and Mark Johnston, R.Ph., Executive 
Director; Jenifer Marcus, DAG; Andy Snook, DAG; Jan Atkinson, Senior Compliance 
Officer; Lisa Culley, Compliance Officer; Mike Brown, Compliance Officer; Gina Knittel, 
Compliance Officer; and Wendy Hatten. 
 
The minutes of the June 16, 2011 Board meeting and the teleconference Board 
meetings of July 7, 2011, and August 1, 2011 were reviewed. Mr. Fraser motioned to 
approve all three (3) minutes as written. Dr. Henggeler seconded. The motion carried 
unanimously. 
 
Mr. Johnston introduced Mr. Ned Milenkovich, Pharm D, JD, of McDonald Hopkins 
Attorneys at Law and Mr. David Stanford of Rexam who presented proposed 
regulations in connection with product container integrity which would protect patient 
safety by ensuring that containers reach the marketplace only after they have met 
certain minimal quality assurances. After much discussion that included all Board 
members, Mr. Johnston, Jennifer Marcus, and Lynette Berggren, contracted legal 
consultant, Dr. Henggeler motioned to table changes to regulation until further research 
is done regarding possible product container issues, specifically in Idaho pharmacies. 
Mr. Fraser seconded the motion. The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Mr. Al Carter R.Ph., Manager of Pharmacy Affairs for Walgreens presented proposed 
regulation changes to allow for central fulfillment. After much discussion the Board 
determined the following: 


• Mr. Carter’s proposed central fulfillment can be performed from out-of-state mail 
order pharmacies without additional changes to rule.  


• A pharmacy located within Idaho can perform the cognitive services functions of 
Mr. Carter’s proposed central fulfillment with other Idaho pharmacies, with proper 
documentation of activities and without additional changes to rule.  


• A pharmacy that is located outside of Idaho may not only perform cognitive 
services into Idaho as proposed by Mr. Carter without rule or statute change, 
however, an Idaho licensed pharmacist may, pursuant to rule 165.  


• The Board’s legislative work list should include statutory changes that would 
allow for the registration of non-resident pharmacies, in addition to mail service 
pharmacies, such as central fill pharmacies to address issues such as 
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prescription drug order transferring and counseling on depoted prescriptions from 
central fill pharmacies.  


  
 
Mr. Milenkovich, on the behalf of Flavor RX, and Mr. Carter presented proposed 
regulations regarding prescription flavoring. After much discussion the Board agreed to 
add new proposed rule 135 to the draft, entitled “drug product flavoring”, which reads: “a 
flavoring agent may be added to a drug product upon request by the prescriber, the 
patient, or the patient’s agent.” Additionally, a definition of “flavoring agent” was added. 
 
Dr. de Blaquiere called the meeting to order after a short break.  
 
On behalf of Mike Merrill, R.Ph, of Mikes Pharmacy and Jason Bailey, Pharm D, of 
Teton Pharmacy, Mr. Johnston presented the request for clarification of rule 177. A 
demarcation line between limited service pharmacies and retail pharmacies was 
requested. Reece Christensen and Lisa Cowley of Heartland Pharmacy also presented 
public comment. After a lengthy discussion and review, the Board tabled the discussion 
until Mr. Johnston could research the impact of the Board’s limited service pharmacy 
registration category on manufacturer’s preferred pricing and until Mr. Johnston could 
obtain input from other Idaho registered limited service pharmacies. The proposed rules 
do give more structure to the category of limited service pharmacy.  Concerned parties 
should review the proposed rules concerning limited service pharmacies carefully and, if 
necessary, provide public comment.  
 
Mr. Johnston presented a reciprocity application for Mr. Jay Bawden, R.Ph. Mr. 
Bawden’s application contained information that, per prior Board direction, would need 
to be reviewed by the Board prior to consideration of licensing. Mr. Bawden was present 
and clarified for the Board information provided on his application. Dr. Henggeler 
motioned to accept the reciprocity application for consideration of licensing. Dr. Chopski 
seconded with the comment that all required application materials be provided to the 
Board office. The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Dr. de Blaquiere called for public comment.  No one commented.  
 
Dr. de Blaquiere asked Mr. Johnston to lead the agenda topic entitled legislation review.  
Mr. Johnston reported that the legislative idea form and draft language that updates the 
schedules of controlled substances remains unchanged from the last meeting.  
Additionally, Idaho State Police and FBI have informed the Board that they will continue 
to process fingerprint requests for student pharmacists and technician applicants, so the 
legislative idea form that specifically added these two categories to statute will not be 
acted upon.  Mr. Johnston explained that the Governor’s office would most likely not be 
approving the Board’s expedited partner therapy legislative idea forms or a similar one 
from Health and Welfare, as they expect the Idaho Medical Association to take the lead.  
Finally, Mr. Johnston explained proposed changes to statute 37-2726 that would: 


• clarify that interstate PMP data sharing is allowable 
• allow pharmacist access to PMP data for the provision of pharmaceutical care  
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• add a misdemeanor penalty for authorized users for the misuse of data that was 
obtained via not securing their user identification and passwords 


• allow the Board to block access to PMP data for cause 
• increase certain penalties to felonies.  


The Board approved of said legislative action via unanimous consent.  
Dr. Chopski motioned to adjourn. Mr. Fraser seconded. Meeting adjourned at 5:18pm.  
  


August 23, 2011 
 
Chairman Richard de Blaquiere, Pharm D, called the meeting to order on August 23, 
2011 at 8:05 a.m. In attendance were Board members Berk Fraser, R.Ph.; Nicole 
Chopski, Pharm D; Holly Henggeler, Pharm D; and Mark Johnston, R.Ph., Executive 
Director; Jenifer Marcus, DAG; Andy Snook, DAG; Fred Collings, Chief Investigator; Jan 
Atkinson, Senior Compliance Officer; Lisa Culley, Compliance Officer; Mike Brown, 
Compliance Officer; Gina Knittel, Compliance Officer; and Wendy Hatten. 
 
Mr. Roger Hales, Esq. and Jack Zarybnisky, OD, Board of Optometry Chairman 
presented a proposed rule change for the Board of Optometry. The Board of Optometry 
desires to strike from rule a drug formulary that lists certain individual drugs that an 
optometrist may prescribe and list certain categories of prescriptive authority instead. 
Dr. Henggeler motioned to support the proposed rule changes. Mr. Fraser seconded. 
The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Mr. Johnston presented the travel calendar. Teresa Anderson, PMP program manager 
and Steve Draper contracted information technology specialist attended the PMIX 
Architecture conference in Washington, DC in August. Mr. Johnston will be attending 
the NACDS Conference on technology in Boston in a couple of days. Mr. Johnston will 
attend the NABP Interactive Executive Officer forum in Chicago, IL in September. Mr. 
Johnston will be teaching a continuing education class at the ISHP Fall Meeting in Sun 
Valley, ID in September. Mr. Johnston will attend the Deans Advisory Council in 
Pocatello in October. Mr. Johnston and Mr. Fraser will be attending the NABP District 
Meeting in Seattle, WA in October. The inspectors will be attending the Clear 
Conference in Pittsburgh, PA in September. Ms. Anderson will be attending the NASCA 
Conference in Portland, ME in October. The next Board meeting will be at the Hilton 
Garden Inn/Spectrum in Boise, ID on October 26 & 27, 2011. Mr. Johnston and Ms. 
Marcus will be attending the ASPL Fall Meeting, St Petersburg, FL in November. At 
least one (1) inspector will be attending the NABP Interactive Compliance Officer 
Forum, in Chicago, IL in December. Dr. Henggeler inquired regarding the amount of 
meetings that will be planned for next year. Based on the average number of past Board 
meetings and the increase of disciplinary actions Mr. Johnston suggested that the 
Board would benefit with a one (1) day meeting every sixty (60) days. The specific dates 
will be set at next board meeting. 
 
Mr. Snook represented the Board in the matter of Mr. Dennis Beach’s R.Ph. 
reinstatement hearing. Mr. Fraser recused himself. Mr. Beach represented himself. After 
opening statements by Mr. Beach and Mr. Snook, Dr. Henggeler motioned that the 
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Board follow Southworth Associates’, the administrator of the Board’s pharmacy 
recovery network (PRN), recommendation of a three (3) to five (5) day inpatient 
evaluation, and in addition that Mr. Beach be placed on two (2) more years’ of 
probation. The motion died for lack of a second. Dr. Chopski motioned to follow PRN’s 
recommendation: if no issues are found that the Board enter into a stipulation and order 
with Mr. Beach, allowing reinstatement with standard probation, continued drug testing, 
and a provision that Mr. Beach not be a pharmacist in charge. Dr. Henggeler seconded 
for discussion. Dr. de Blaquiere suggested the Board accept PRN’s recommendation 
and then discuss inpatient evaluation results at the next available Board meeting. 
Teleconferencing would be acceptable, so that Mr. Beach would not have to travel from 
Colorado again. Dr. Chopski withdrew her initial motion and made a new motion that the 
Board follow PRN’s recommendation and that the results be brought before the Board 
at the next available Board meeting following the inpatient evaluation results. Dr. de 
Blaquiere seconded the motion. The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Mr. Snook presented case number BOP 11-031 stipulation and consent order in the 
matter of Charlene Dehaven, MD involving violations of Idaho Code  37-2732(c), 
37-2718(a)(4), and violation of rule  454, for ordering significant amounts of controlled 
substance medications that were shipped to her home address for personal use. For a 
minimum of two (2) years, Ms. Dehaven shall not be allowed to perform any of the 
following; Order controlled substances by phone; All orders or prescriptions for 
controlled substances must be in written, hard copy form, or ordered through electronic 
prescribing; Ms. Dehaven shall not order controlled substances for office use, and shall 
not maintain any samples of controlled substances in her office, home, automobile, or 
any other similar area; or order controlled substances to be dispensed or administered 
to patients. Also, Ms. Dehaven shall not order controlled substances for personal use 
and shall abstain from personal use or possession of prescription drugs except as 
prescribed, administered or dispensed to her by another so authorized who has full 
knowledge of her history of chemical dependency. Dr. Chopski motioned to accept the 
stipulation as written. Dr. Henggeler seconded. The motion passed unanimously.  
 
Mr. Snook presented case number BOP 11-061 stipulation and consent order in the 
matter of Lee Self, MD involving violations of Idaho Code 37-2720, 37-2718(a)(4), and 
rule 496, for being unable to provide documentation evidencing that controlled 
substances ordered by Ms. Self were actually dispensed to patients. Ms. Self may 
petition the Board for modification of the stipulation and consent order or for 
reinstatement of her controlled substance registration following one (1) year of 
continuous compliance with the terms of the stipulation and order. For a minimum of two 
(2) years Ms. Self shall not be allowed to perform any of the following; order controlled 
substances by phone; All orders or prescriptions for controlled substances must be in 
written, hard copy form, or ordered through electronic prescribing; Ms. Self shall not 
maintain any samples of controlled substances in her office, home, automobile, or any 
other similar area; and shall not order controlled substances to her registered address 
to be dispensed or administered to patients. Dr. Chopski inquired to Mr. Fred Collings, 
Chief Investigator as to how compliance will be monitored. Mr. Collings responded that 
he has notified the wholesalers that Ms. Self surrendered her controlled substance 
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registration and thus is not eligible to order controlled substances. Mr. Snook added that 
the Board’s stipulation and order will be forwarded to the Board of Medicine, and in 
addition should Ms. Self choose to petition the Board for reinstatement it is her 
responsibility to provide the Board with evidence of compliance with the stipulation and 
order. Dr. Henggeler motioned to accept the stipulation and order as written. Mr. Fraser 
seconded. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
Dr. De Blaquiere called the meeting to order after a short break. 
 
Dr. de Blaquiere asked Mr. Johnston to lead the agenda item entitled Rules review.  
After much discussion concerning the proposed rules draft, the Board approved of the 
language created pursuant to their direction from the 8/1/11 open, public meeting and 
the following proposed, draft, rule changes: 
 
004: incorporation by reference change in accordance with the Department of 
Administration, Division of Rules’ direction.  


010.09: definition of “charitable clinic or center; authorized personnel” changed to be in 
harmony with rules.  


010.32: the word “institutional” was added in front of “facility” in the definition of 
“institution engaged in the practice of telepharmacy across state lines”.  


013.b: the word “be” was stricken.   


011.18: the first use of “delivered” was changed to “dispensed”.  


011.22: “medical supplies” was struck from the definition of “retail non-pharmacy drug 
outlet”. 


018.01: language was struck to make this rule apply to all reinstatement applicants.  


018.02: A requirement of 30 hours of continuing pharmacy education in the prior two 
years was added as a requirement of an application for pharmacist reinstatement. 


041.02: title change: “one-time” was struck.  


060.02: the phrase “immediately considered” struck as extraneous.  


109: a new rule entitled “drug order minimum requirements” was created, utilizing 
statutory language and new definition of drug order was added to rule 010.  


Dr. De Blaquiere called the meeting to order after a lunch break.  


Mr. Johnston presented public comment from Neil Johnson, Regulatory Affairs for 
Parata Systems, LLC, requesting proposed USP customized patient medication 
package standards language be added to the rules. The Board determined that 
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comingling of drugs within one package was allowed without a rule change, as long as 
each drug was properly labeled on the dispensed container.  
 
Mr. Barry Feely, R.Ph, of Medicine Man North Pharmacy Inc. requested approval to use 
a commercially available packaging system by Dispill USA. At debate is an existing  
Board policy that does not allow the use of packaging that can easily be separated into 
improperly labeled smaller units of use. After a lengthy Board discussion the decision 
was made to allow Dispill’s packaging to be utilized, regardless of the ease of 
separating the dispensed package into smaller units that are only partially labeled, if the 
entire package was properly labeled when dispensed.  
 
Legislation and Rule review continued: 
 
110: the phrase “except as differentiation is permitted for a drug order” was added.  


111: several non-substantive changes to reduce verbiage were approved.  


112.05: the phrase “and must not be filled” was deleted as extraneous.  


114.03: the word “dispensed” was struck as extraneous and confusing.  


114 &116: language changed to clarify the difference between a “prescription drug 
order” and a “prescription”. 


109-120: rearranged to improve flow.  


141 &142: the phrase “or other unique identifier” was added to the requirement to 
document initials.  


142: title change: “sterile product labeling” changed to “parental admixture” labeling.  


145: a new rule entitled “prescription drug packaging” was added.   


200: the “positive ID” rule was changed to pertain to prescribers too.  


203: the word “dispensing” was added to the list.  


204: the word “deliver” was changed to “dispense”, pursuant to the activity, not the 
statutory authorization.  


204.04: title changed. 


261.03: title added. 


262: the phrase “for destruction” was added after “quarantine”, “hospital” was added 
before “daily delivery system”, and “prescription” was added before “device” to clarify 
language concerning returns.  
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290.01: the phrase “each automated dispensing and storage system (ADS) is” was 
deleted as a conflict with the single registration requirement.  


290.03: the word “prescriber” was added to list of “PIC or director”.  


310: the word “drug” was added in front of “name” and deleted in front of “class” for 
clarity.  


310: the word “injectable” was changed to “intramuscular”.  


350.03: the phrase “or another title that conveys the same meaning” was un-struck to 
allow student pharmacists from other states to use their university name badges. 
Pharmacist intern and pharmacist extern were added as acceptable name badge titles.  


632: the term “by an R.N.” was deleted, as a conflict.  


680: a new rule was created to mimic current rule 292.10  


700.05: struck in its entirety. 


710: a provision was added to mandate ADS use in remote dispensing sites. 


711: a grandfathering clause was added. 
 
Mr. Hoagland presented on the topics of pharmaceutical care and medication therapy 
management (MTM), explaining that the current draft of the proposed rules lists many 
parameters of MTM that are actually parameters of pharmaceutical care.  After much 
discussion, the Board decided to retain the introductory language in rule 011.03, but 
replace the list with the five core elements of MTM: medication therapy review, personal 
medication record, medication related action plan, intervention or referral, and 
documentation and follow-up.  The list previously listed under the definition of MTM was 
moved to the definition of pharmaceutical care services (rule 11.09), and e 
(administering drugs and immunizations) was struck as extraneous overlap with statute 
54-1704. Dr. Chopski thanked Mr. Hoagland for his persistence in presenting on this 
topic.   


Mr. Johnston requested the Board’s direction regarding the unused portion of 
appropriated funds for Lynette Berggren, the Boards contracted paralegal, and Sam 
Hoagland R.Ph., the Boards contracted legal consultant, realizing that addressing the 
current limited service pharmacy issues head the list. Mr. Johnston presented topics 
that the Board had previously tabled and the Board prioritized the list as follows: 


• Non-resident pharmacy registration and practice standards, including central fill 
and revising the out of state mail service pharmacy act 


• Complete statutes rewrite - per Senator Joyce Broadsword request  
• Compounding 
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      The following topics are to be addressed after the prior three are completed in order. 
 


• PRN statutes and rules  
• Other drug outlet rules such as cognitive services and nuclear pharmacies  
• Emergency preparedness statutes – allows unregistered practitioners to work in 


state of emergency, refills to be processed without appropriate authorization for 
pharmacy transfer, temporary mobile pharmacy, prescriptions to be dispensed 
without authorization, etc. 


• Temporary drug outlet rules - per Dan Fuchs 
• Emergency key security rule - per the request of Board Inspectors and Rite Aid 


 
Ms. Berggren will submit the revised Board rules via email to Board members on 
Monday, August 29, 2011. The Board will have two days to review and respond. Ms. 
Berggren will then, via email submit the final version to Dennis Stevenson, with a 
carbon copy to Bernice Myles.  
 
Mr. Sam Hoagland presented open public comment on the following subjects;  


• State and federal label transfer warnings - The federal transfer warning is only 
applicable to controlled substance prescriptions and the state transfer warning 
label is applicable to all prescriptions. All of the words required by the federal 
government are being used and the state is in substantial compliance.   


• Expedited Partner Therapy legislative idea – Would be a good issue to refer to 
the Pharmacy Leadership Council, ISPA & ISHP to possibly work on together. 


• Violations regarding prescription monitoring statutes – The state of mind or intent 
should be taken into consideration when applying punishment. A good reference 
would be the HIPAA law that has threes (3) levels of sanctions for violations. The 
highest punishments are applied when information is illegally obtained for 
personal or monetary gain whereas punishment isn’t as severe for negligence or 
mistakes. 


 
Dr. Henggeler asked Mr. Johnston about a letter that the Board office received from 
PRN regarding two (2) contracted individuals that are about a year delinquent in paying 
fees owed to Southworth Associates. The delinquency makes them in violation of their 
Southworth Associates contract, which in turn makes them in violation of their Board 
stipulation and order. The Board directed Mr. Johnston to send a “motion to enforce” to 
notify the individuals that they need to pay fees. 
 
Glenn Luke presented the Board’s financial report for the Board office: 


• Regarding fiscal year 2012, the comparison of budget to expenses as of July 31, 
2011, for the first months fiscal summary indicated operations were slightly over 
budget, but that is not uncommon for the beginning of the fiscal year and will be 
monitored accordingly for the rest of the year. 


• Regarding fiscal year 2011 the comparison of budget to expenses as of June 30, 
2011, show all but $1637.00 of appropriated monies was spent, much of which 
was needed to facilitate the Board’s move to a new office. 
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• Spring Renewals Summary; 
1. 7030 renewal postcards were mailed 
2. 5891 were eligible to renew online (83.80%) 
3. 5417 renewed online (92%) 
4. 60 renewed online late. None were practicing pharmacist (1.02%) 
5. 1139 were paper only renewals (16.20%) 
6. There is a plan to begin testing to convert some of the license types that 


are currently paper only renewals to online renewals.   
• Budget appropriation request for FY13 which will begin July 1, 2012, in order of 


priority; 
1. $37,800.00 for the open Customer Service Representative 1 position to be 


filled.  
2. $290.00 in funds to be moved from operating into personnel. 
3. $96,200.00, for legal fees to rewrite Board statutes. 
4. $4800.00, for the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy (NABP) to 


inspect telepharmacies. NABP will perform the inspections then charge 
the Board. 


5. $50,200.00, the remaining funds from the federal grant that was previously 
awarded for the PMP program.  


6. Two (2) replacement items; 
 $150,000.00 to $250,000.00, for new Board licensing system. The 


Board staff is currently working with several other state licensing 
agencies to determine if there would be cost savings in purchasing 
a licensing system that would accommodate multiple licensing 
agencies verses purchasing one separately. 


 $28,000.00, for replacement of 2004 Monte Carlo with a midsized 
hybrid sedan. 


 
Mr. Luke also noted that the Southworth Associates contract with the Board is about to 
expire and that a value based request for proposal (RFP) has been sent out to establish 
a new PRN contract. 
 
During inspector Q & A Mike Brown requested clarification regarding expired pharmacist 
licenses. The inspectors are given a list but do not actively go to the pharmacist. The 
Board is agreeable with the current process. 
 
Mr. Fraser motioned to enter executive session, pursuant to Idaho Code 67-2345(1)(b). 
Dr. Chopski seconded. Dr. de Blaquiere did a roll call, and the vote was unanimous to 
enter executive session at 5:15 p.m. Mr. Fraser motioned to end executive session and 
the meeting at 5:24 pm and Dr. Henggeler seconded. All were in favor.  
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MINUTES OF THE 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY 


JUNE 16, 2011 
 


HILTON GARDEN INN/SPECTRUM BOISE, IDAHO 
 
 
This meeting of the Board is held to conduct regular Board business. 
 
Chairman Holly Henggeler, Pharm D, called the meeting to order on June 16, 2011 at 
8:02 a.m. In attendance were Board members Berk Fraser, R.Ph.; Nicole Chopski, 
Pharm D; and Rich de Blaquiere, Pharm D; Mark Johnston, R.Ph., Executive Director; 
Jenifer Marcus, DAG; Andy Snook, DAG; Teresa Anderson, Program Information 
Coordinator Idaho Prescription Monitoring Program(PMP); Jan Atkinson, Senior 
Compliance Officer; Lisa Culley, Compliance Officer; Mike Brown, Compliance Officer; 
Gina Knittel, Compliance Officer; and Wendy Hatten. 
 
Dr. Henggeler entertained a motion to amend item number six (6), executive session, of 
the Agenda. Idaho Code 67-2345(1)(f) should be corrected to reflect Idaho Code 67-
2345(1)(b). Mr. Fraser motioned for the change and Dr. de Blaquiere seconded. The 
motion carried unanimously. 
 
The minutes of the April 28, 2011 Board meeting were reviewed. Mr. Fraser motioned to 
approve the minutes with minor corrections. Dr. Chopski seconded. The motion carried 
unanimously. 
 
Mr. Joshua Bolin, Government Affairs Director for the National Association of Boards of 
Pharmacy (NABP), presented on the NABP PMP Interconnect, which is an interstate 
data sharing hub. Mr. Bolin discussed the reason for the creation of the hub, functions, 
collaboration with federal partners, security issues and updates, governance, cost and 
funding, ownership and operation, and the legal foundation for participation. NABP 
plans to launch the PMP Interconnect for live use by initial pilot states by July 30, 2011. 
Nine (9) states have signed up to participate in the program.  
 
Mr. Johnston commented that he and Ms. Anderson recently attended the Alliance of 
States with Prescription Monitoring Program’s annual meeting in Washington, DC. At 
that meeting the Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) gave much needed clarification to 
how the Board may utilize the federal grant that was awarded to the Board via Ms. 
Anderson’s efforts. It was originally understood that roughly $200,000.00 of the grant 
would be used to build an interface with the BJA sponsored Prescription Monitoring 
Program Information Exchange (PIMIX), and the remaining grant amount would be used 
to increase use of the Board’s PMP system through education. BJA is studying NABP’s 
PMP Interconnect to see if it is “PIMIX compliant”. This process is expected to be 
completed by September of 2011. If the Board decides to connect through NABP, BJA 
suggested that the Board submit a change to the grant application to request use of the 
remaining portion of the grant for some other PMP project. 
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Several topics surrounding the participation in the hub were discussed; 


• Bordering states participation 
• Cost associated with using either program.  
• NABP PMP Interconnect and PIMIX interface   
• Administrative concerns regarding interstate Memorandum of Understanding 


(MOU) contracts. 
• Ability to customize who the Board’s would interface with 
• Concerns regarding inappropriate intrastate and interstate access to PMP data. 


The Board is considering statute changes to make abuse of PMP programs a 
felony and for all parties involved to be held accountable 


• Security from hackers 
• The Board’s current PMP is a homegrown system 


 
Participation with either PIMIX or NABP PMP Interconnect will be discussed further at 
the Board’s August meeting.   
 
Mr. Johnston presented to the Board that the Board of Optometry is proposing a change 
to their statute to give their Board the ability to add drugs to a formulary instead of 
having a list of specific drugs in statute. The Board supports the proposed change 
provided there are no controlled substances included.  
 
Mr. Johnston spoke to the Board about the Idaho Wholesale Drug Distribution Act’s 
mandate that the Board require electronic track and trace technology via rule, but if not 
available, the deadline can be extended by a year. Extensions have been previously 
approved in the years 2008, 2009, and 2010. Electronic track and trace technology is 
still not widely available, and Mr. Johnston is aware of no other state that requires it. Mr. 
Johnston requested that the Board extends the deadline by one (1) more year. The 
Board agreed via unanimous consent. 
 
Dr. Henggeler called the meeting to order after a short break.  
 
Dr. Henggeler asks Mr. Johnston to initiate the agenda item entitled “legislation and rule 
review”.  Mr. Johnston explains that due to the amount of rule review, legislation review 
has been tabled until the August meeting.  Mr. Johnston explains that Mr. Samuel 
Hoagland was contracted to and did complete a full review of the draft rules.  He will be 
accompanying Ms. Berggren to the presenters table so that he may provide input 
concerning his many suggested revisions, as opposed to waiting for a public comment 
period. Ms. Berggren explained that the updated rules draft includes many non-
substantive changes, many of which are necessary for compliance with Idaho’s Rule 
Writer’s Manual.  For example, “the provision of”, “said”, “when”, and “such” were often 
changed to different terminology.  In addition to several hundred non-substantive 
changes initiated by Ms. Berggren, Mr. Hoagland, and Mr. Johnston and after much 
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deliberation, which included suggested changes obtained through public comment and 
gathered at negotiated rule making sessions, the Board directed the Board staff to: 


003: add “state” in front of “holiday”. 


005: add “Board” to the title, which enables the striking of much extraneous verbiage 
later in the rule.  


008: add “maintained” near “retained”, as certain records are required to adhere to both.  


009: add “enforced” near “implemented”, as both are required for policies and 
procedures.  


010: move all abbreviations in front of definitions.  


010.01: add “school or” in front of “college” throughout the rules.  


10.07: strike the definition of “authorized clinic personnel” as extraneous.  


010: replace “medication” with “drug” throughout the rules, except for Medication 
Therapy Management (MTM). 


10.56: add “activities related to” to the definition of “pharmacy operations”.  


10.62: add “completely and legibly” to the definition of “readily retrievable”.  


10.65: replace “qualified” with “certified”.  


10: strike “legend” and replace with “prescription” throughout the rules, except in the 
Legend Drug Donation Act rules.  


10.72: change the definition of technician to be a term inclusive of all the uses of the 
various categories of technicians when differentiation is not needed.  


011.01: strike in its entirety, as duplicative with statute, and replace with current rule 
460.  


012: change title to” Board Inspections and Investigations” and add “under the Board’s 
jurisdiction”.  Inspection reports are to be kept “in an immediately retrievable manner.” 


013: change title to “Controlled Substances-Prescriber Discipline”. 


13.02: move to 077.  


014.05: add preclusion for the filing of a waiver that changes administrative deadlines.  


015: present manufacturer registration language at a future meeting.   
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016: add an annual renewal at no charge for externs, automated dispensing and 
storage systems (ADS), and hoods.  Controlled substance reinstatement of $75 to be 
re-added as it was erroneously removed in a prior draft.  


023: re-add current rule 435.  


024: strike in its entirety as extraneous. 


Dr. Chopski motioned to enter executive session, pursuant to Idaho Code 67-
2345(1)(b). Dr. Henggeler called for a roll call, and the vote was unanimous to enter 
executive session at 12:30p.m. Mr. Fraser motioned to end executive session, Dr. 
Chopski seconded. The executive session adjourned at 1:35p.m. 
 
Mr. Johnston presented a new Board staff policy regarding temporary registrations for 
Pharmacy Technician applications. When public safety is an issue, due to the absence 
of a hired technician, for a pharmacy that has 6 technicians or less, the applicant may 
be issued a six (6) week temporary registration. To be eligible for a temporary 
registration, the application must be complete, including properly submitted fingerprints 
and payment. In addition, the applicant must pass a background search of the Idaho 
State Judiciary, Idaho Supreme Court Data Repository, and the NABP pharmacy 
technician discipline clearinghouse. 


Michelle Hillestad presented a request for waiver regarding proof of high school 
graduation. Ellen Schulz, pharmacy manager for the Sav-On Pharmacy in Hailey, Idaho 
was also in attendance in support of the request. Dr. Henggeler recused because 
Michelle Hillestad works for Sav-on. Dr. de Blaquiere takes the chair. Ms. Hillestad 
reports that she did graduate from high school but wasn’t able to obtain proof of such. 
Mr. Fraser motioned to allow a waiver for the high school requirement. Dr. Chopski 
seconded. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
Mr. Johnston presented a request from Jeffrey Foster R.Ph, of Well Life Boundary 
Pharmacy regarding a possible pharmacy technician in training application for his fifteen 
(15) year old daughter. Mr. Johnston has delegated authority to allow waivers from the 
eighteen (18) year of age requirement, if the applicant is enrolled in an official high 
school pharmacy technician program or if the applicant is a child of a pharmacist.  An 
applicant for certification testing must be eighteen years of age, according to the 
technician certification companies’ guidelines. Current Board rules only allow for one 
technician-in-training renewal. Therefore at most, an applicant will be limited to 2 years 
of technician-in-training status, so a fifteen (15) year old applicant will not be able to 
work in a pharmacy for some time certain after two (2) years and before becoming a 
certified pharmacy technician. Dr. de Blaquiere explains his frustration with technician-
in-training registrants not receiving a Board issued renewal notice. Mr. Johnston 
explains that technician-in-training registrations expire one year from the date they 
become active, while all other Board issued registrations and licenses expire together 
by category on one date certain each year. Ellen Mitchell, Board Licensing Coordinator, 
has suggested a standard expiration date of June 30th to reduce Board staff workload. 
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Dr. de Blaquiere is in favor of accepting Ms. Mitchell’s suggestion with a second 
available renewal period.  The Board directed Mr. Johnston and Ms Berggren to 
incorporate such a change into the draft rules and for Mr. Johnston to explain to Mr. 
Foster that his daughter’s potential application would be approved, but if the rule 
change is not approved by the legislature, she will eventually find herself unable to work 
in the pharmacy for some portion of her seventeenth (17th) year.   
 
Mr. Snook presented case number BOP 11-024, stipulation and consent order 
regarding the pharmacist license and controlled substance registration of Lisa Mathis 
R.Ph., involving violations of Idaho Code 37-2722(c), 54-1726(a),(b)&(f), and violation of 
Board rules 184.07, 184.08 & 184.10, for being impaired while working as a pharmacist 
and diverting controlled substances for her own non-prescribed personal use. Ms. 
Mathis voluntarily signed a contract with Southworth Associates, the administrator of the 
Board’s pharmacy recovery network (PRN), and the stipulation requires adherence with 
the PRN but instills no suspension or fine. Dr. Chopski motioned to accept the 
stipulation as written. Dr. de Blaquiere seconded. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
Mr. Snook presented case number BOP 10-527, stipulation and consent order 
regarding Terrell Collins, R.Ph involving violations of Idaho Code 54-1726(a)&(f) and 
violation of Board rule 184.04 for failing to strictly follow the instructions of the person 
ordering a prescription. Dr. Henggeler commented that she liked the stipulation 
including the completion of the University of Florida’s continuing education misfills 
course called Pharmacy Errors: A course in Quality Related Events. Mr. Johnston 
explained that this eight (8) hour synchronous course has been used previously to fulfill 
part of a stipulated order and that the response was very favorable. The stipulation also 
includes a $500 administrative fine.  Dr. Chopski motioned to accept as written. Dr. de 
Blaquiere seconded. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
Mr. Snook presented to the Board in the matter of Mr. Roger Wood’s, R.Ph. 
reinstatement hearing. Mr. Wood represented himself via telephone. Mr. Wood did 
complete the last PRN requirement, a boundaries course. In addition Mr. Wood has 
voluntarily enrolled himself in a twelve (12) week Ethics course. Southworth Associates 
has provided a written statement advocating for Mr. Wood’s conditional reinstatement. 
Mr. Fraser motioned to reinstate with the recommended conditions by Southworth 
Associates. Dr. de Blaquiere seconded. The motion passed unanimously. 
 
Dr. Henggeler called the meeting to order after a short break. 
 
Dr. Henggeler called for public comment. 
 
Legislation and Rule review continued; 


034 & 035: strike in their entirety and replace with a version that was presented by Mr. 
Hoagland.  
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036: replace with Mr. Hoagland’s newly proposed 036.01 and correct 036.02 to match 
current rule.  


038.01.a: strike “direct” from “supervision” here and in most places throughout the draft 
rules. 


045: harmonized the various terms referring to a “veterinarian”.  


045.01: change “contiguous” to “sharing an Idaho boarder”.  


045.04: strengthen to clarify that a veterinarian, not their agent, must talk directly to a 
veterinarian drug technician when issuing a verbal veterinarian drug order.  


045.04.a: change “at the place of distribution” to “readily retrievable”.  


050.03.b: strike in its entirety. So long as a pharmacist takes responsibility for the 
technicians and student pharmacists involved in processing a prescription drug order, 
one set of pharmacist audit trail identification is sufficient.   


050.06: add an electronic record keeping, back up requirement.  


051.02: strike the example list.  


052: change “name” to “identity” to allow initials, biometrics, etc. throughout the rules.  


052.03: re-add the pharmacist signed log book for refill integrity, pursuant to DEA 
requirements, but it shall now only pertain to controlled substances.  


055: only require ADS documentation for multiple systems, and harmonize terms when 
used in a prescriber drug outlet.  


056: strike ADS-Policy and Procedures in its entirety.  


057.03: strike “ADS-Institutional Facilities” policy and procedure manual requirement.  


057.05: strike the prescriber name requirement from ADS waste documentation reports.  


Glenn Luke presented the Board’s financial report for the Board office: 
• Personnel costs are on track. 
• 77% of operating expenses has been spent as of June 9, 2011. There are plans 


to purchase a new conference room table and chairs. There are (2) servers on 
order. One to replace the PMP server and the other to break out the License 
Tracking System from the office files. There is a possibility of encumbering funds.  


• The cash fund balance appears low, because the Board is currently between 
renewals. Once spring renewals are complete, the balance will increase. 
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Mr. Johnston explained that the Board sent out a letter to all Idaho practicing CRNA’s 
informing them that they must be registered with the DEA and the Board, if 
administering controlled substances (CS) in the absence of their supervising physician 
and if not properly using a hospital’s DEA plus a suffix. This is causing a large volume of 
CS applications to be submitted to the Board.   
 
During inspector Q & A, Mr. Brown asked Mr. Johnston to clarify if the Drug Donation 
Act allows free clinics to solicit prescribers for expired drugs. Mr. Johnston listed the 
requirement that donated drugs be within ninety (90) days of their expiration date. 
Although the Board doesn’t have enforcement rights over the Drug Donation Act, the 
Board directed Mr. Brown to discuss public safety issues with the clinic.  
 
Legislation and Rule review continued; 
 
065: strike “the initials of the dispensing pharmacist” as a labeling requirement and add 
“if any” and a statement that allows an “until date” as a refill labeling requirement.  


066.02: point towards 065 more clearly.  


072: investigate the feasibility of over the counter controlled substance sales data 
submission to the PMP.  


073.01: strike in its entirety as duplicative of statute.  


074: create PMP abbreviation and re-add current rule 497.06.  


076.01: strike the list and add a reference to federal law.  


076: change “pharmacy” to “registrant”, so that prescribers will have to conduct an 
inventory annually, as opposed to the federal bi-annual mandate.   


077: strike “packing slips” from “Central Records Storage”.  


086: change “parental admixture” to “sterile product” throughout the rule, rearrange rule 
subsections, and reduce the policy and procedures mandate to just those compounding, 
not dispensing, delivering, administering, storing, or using.  


091: add “expired” and “adulterated” and replace “selling, offering for sale” with 
“dispensing”.  


092: reorganize this rule to eliminate much extraneous language, as detailed by Mr. 
Johnston.  


094: replace “employee or by use of a common carrier” with “agent”.  


095.02: strike in its entirety, strike the first sentence of 095.03, and add “reasonably”.  
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101.01: add “the Board may also require verifiable business records to document the 
hours” and a provision that a pharmacist has to be practicing and US licensed.  


101.02: strike in its entirety.  


103: incorporate Mr. Hoagland’s presented draft revision.  


104: strike in its entirety.  


105: incorporate Mr. Hoagland’s presented draft that would combine the various 
locations of several reinstatement rules into one. 
 
210 and 211: to incorporate Mr. Hoagland presented draft revision that revises 
pharmaceutical care rules, including the definition of MTM.   


100-170: relocate licensing and registration rules back to the beginning of the draft.  


600-604: move wholesaler licensure rules into the licensing and registration rules. 
 
The Board approved of the rule changes via unanimous consent. 
 
Mr. Johnston presented the travel calendar. 
 
Dr. Chopski motioned to elect Dr. de Blaquiere as Board Chairman, and Mr. Fraser as 
Vice Chairman. Mr. Fraser seconded for Dr. de Blaquiere to Board Chairman. Dr. de 
Blaquiere seconded for Mr. Fraser to be elected to vice chairman. Motions passed 
unanimously. 
 
Dr. Chopski motioned to adjourn. Mr. Fraser seconded the motion. The vote was 
unanimous.  Meeting adjourned at 7:28 p.m. 








MINUTES OF THE 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY 


JULY 7, 2011 
 


CONFERENCE CALL 
BOARD OFFICE, BOISE, IDAHO 


 
 


This meeting of the Board was held to conduct regular Board business. 
 
Chairman Richard de Blaquiere, Pharm D, called the meeting to order on July 7, 2011 
at 8:05 a.m. and requested a roll call.   
 
In attendance via teleconference were Board members Richard de Blaquiere, Pharm D; 
Nicole Chopski, Pharm D; and Holly Henggeler, Pharm D; Lynette Berggren, Contracted 
Paralegal; and Jennifer Marcus, DAG. 
 
In attendance at the Board Office were Berk Fraser, R.Ph, Board member; Mark 
Johnston, R.Ph, Executive Director; and Wendy Hatten. 
 
No public members were in attendance via phone or in person at the Board’s office. 
 
Dr. de Blaquiere asked Mr. Johnston to initiate the lone agenda item: rule review. After 
much discussion the Board decided to change the draft of proposed rules as such: 
 
005: remove “of the Board” in several places in a housekeeping effort. 
 
010: break the definitions up into several rules, delete acronyms when only used once 
spelling out the term in rule, strike the definitions of ELTP & health information, strike 
the redundant “examination” after MPJE, revise the definition of technician to include 
the various types of technicians when differentiation is not needed, and strike the term 
“veterinarian” as extraneous.  
 
Except for Medication Therapy Management, change “medication” to “drug” throughout 
the draft.  
 
016.05.d: change the fee for duplicate registration or license card to $10. 
 
20.02: create one renewal date for pharmacist’s CS registration and license: June 30th. 
 
35: un-strike in its entirety.  
 
36: remove extraneous word “legal” and revise to mimic current rule 183.  
 
un-strike current rule 447.03.  
 







45.04: strike the readily retrievable mandate as extraneous. 
 
50.03: revise to allow the electronic record keeping system requirement to either track 
each individual performing each step in processing, filling and dispensing or the 
pharmacist responsible for the whole process.  
 
50.06: strike the requirement to notify the Board of a permanent loss of information.  
 
52.03: revise DEA required refill verification log book, to pertain to only to controlled 
substances. 
 
56.01: move to the general ADS rules.  
 
56.03: strike the requirement of pharmacist verification of drug orders in certain 
emergent situations. 
 
65: add “standard” to title, and “or the last date through which the prescription is 
refillable” to prescription drug refill labeling requirements.  
 
66.02:  add a reference by rule name to rule 065. 
 
73: un-strike in its entirety.  
 
78: condense into one sentence.  
 
86: move the registration parameters to a beginning section.  
 
92: add devices back into the returns rule.  
 
92.01: break into a list. 
 
92.04.b: strike in its entirety.  
 
93: add “qualifying charitable clinic or center” to the first line and use throughout this 
rule. 
 
95.02: revise references to a “second dispenser.” 
 
95.03: add a reference to federal law. 
 
100.02: clarify “United States Pharmacist” as a pharmacist licensed and practicing in the 
United States.  
 
102: delete “and the application fee repaid”, as extraneous and un-strike “in accordance 
with NABP standards”. 
 







103.02: delete “examination” after MPJE as extraneous.  
 
108.02: when requiring a free annual renewal for externs, utilize July 15th as the annual 
renewal date. 
 
108.03: move the student pharmacist requirement that registration cards must be 
carried to a general rule, but add an “or posted” provision.  
 
110: change the title to “Certified Pharmacy Technician Registration.” 
 
111: un-strike the provision for maintaining technician certification, not just obtaining.  
 
112:  change the title to “Pharmacy Technician.”   
 
150: table Dan Fuchs proposal on temporary pharmacy registration until the 2013 
legislature, at least.  
 
151 & 603: clarify that VAWD will only be applicable for reciprocation applicants. In-
state wholesalers will require Board inspection before opening for business. 
 
170.03: add “prior to construction.” as a requirement for telepharmacy plans 
submission.  
 
210: address disconnect between the required elements of a collaborative practice 
agreement and the agreement allowing the pharmacist to “assume the powers of the 
physician” by entering into the agreement. 
 
240.12: add “or limits access to provider facilities.”   
 
240.14: un-strike in its entirety.  
 
260.03.b: strike in its entirety.  
 
260.03.h: add “pharmacy operations.”  
 
261: add VDT discipline parameter.  
 
304.03: change “telephone number” to “telephone line” and require that it cannot be 
answerable in remainder of the establishment and that non-Rx personnel cannot 
perform Rx duties.  
 
307: re-add the prescription drop box, but do not make it mandatory, and add a 
parameter reiterating that scripts can’t be left somewhere outside of the pharmacy, like 
the “front end”. 
 
330.15: add “in person” to the attendance requirement.  







 
332.03.c: strike in its entirety and place disaster rules on work list for 2014 or later. 
 
410.02: refer to “standard labeling rule”.  
 
504.03: use VDO instead of “veterinary retail facility.”   
 
Mr. Fraser motioned to adjourn. Dr. Henggeler seconded the motion. The vote was 
unanimous. Meeting adjourned at 1:07 p.m. 
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MINUTES OF THE 
IDAHO STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY 


JANUARY 6, 2011 
 


HILTON GARDEN INN SPECTRUM – BOISE, IDAHO 
 
 


This meeting of the Board is held to conduct regular Board business. 
 
Chairman Holly Henggeler, Pharm D, called the meeting to order on January 6, 2011 at 
8:02 a.m. In attendance were Board members Berk Fraser, R.Ph.; Nicole Chopski, 
Pharm D; and Rich de Blaquiere, Pharm D; Mark Johnston, R.Ph., executive director; 
Jenifer Marcus, DAG; Andy Snook, DAG; Fred Collings, Chief Investigator; Jan 
Atkinson, Senior Compliance Officer; Lisa Culley, Compliance Officer; Mike Brown, 
Compliance Officer; Gina Knittel, Compliance Officer; and Wendy Hatten. 
 
The minutes from the October 27 & 28, 2010 meeting were reviewed. Dr. Chopski 
motioned to approve the minutes of October 27 & 28, 2010, with minor corrections. Mr. 
Fraser seconded. The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Jim Tibbs, Idaho State Meth Coordinator for Strategic Applications International, 
presented a proposed change to the Retail Sales of Pseudoephedrine products, statute 
37-3303. The current Idaho code is less restrictive then federal code, so the federal 
code takes precedence. Local law enforcement cannot enforce federal code, so they 
cannot utilize PSE log books for investigations and prosecute for misuse. Mr. Tibbs 
would like to run legislation that mimics the federal code so that local law officers have 
the ability to enforce violations. The Board supports the proposed legislation.  
 
Taylor Neilson, R.Ph., Director of Pharmacy of West Valley Medical Center, presenting 
on behalf of the Idaho Society of Health-Systems Pharmacists (ISHP), proposed an 
amendment to the Board’s pharmacist membership, detailed within Section 54-1707, 
Idaho Code. The proposed amendment would add the following verbiage: “The Board of 
Pharmacy shall have diverse pharmacy practice experience, with at least one (1) 
member having substantial experience in retail pharmacy and at least one (1) member 
having substantial experience in health system pharmacy, defined as hospital, health 
maintenance organization, long term care, or home care practice”. Mr. Neilson then 
discussed changes that included replacing the term “health system” with “institutional” 
and providing an alternative definition. The Board was not provided a document that 
detailed said changes, as said changes were still in flux. . Mr. Neilson listed supporters 
of the proposed change, including ISHP, Idaho State University (ISU) School of 
Pharmacy students, the Idaho Hospital Association, the Capital Pharmacy Association 
and several individual members of these organizations.  The Idaho State Pharmacy 
Association (ISPA) was reported to be neutral. The Board believes that all areas of 
Pharmacy are currently being represented adequately. The Board traditionally does not 
take a position on language that is not finalized. The Board is concerned that these 
proposed changes might restrict the Governor from appointing the most qualified 
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individual at any particular time.  The Board remains neutral, in part because they are 
uncomfortable in taking a position on their own make up.  
 
Mr. Johnston presented the agenda item entitled 2011 Legislation & Rule Review.  
 
Prior to submitting the final version for publication, Mr. Johnston reviewed with Dr. 
Henggeler the many changes made to pending Rule 166, Immunization Record, 
pursuant to the Board’s direction at the October 2010 Board meeting.  Mr. Johnston 
reaffirmed said changes with the Board, and the Board approved of the changes. 
 
Mr. Johnston discussed the following proposed changes regarding Sections 54-1729 
and 54-1705, Idaho Code:  


• The term “health care facility” has been replaced with “institutional facility”, which 
is now defined.  


• Telepharmacy within state lines and within a location that is not a pharmacy is 
allowed via the Rule 165, the ‘independent practice of pharmacy’, as discussed 
at the October 2010 Board meeting. The term ‘pharmaceutical care’ has been 
added, so that these locations may be registered as limited service outlets.   


• The terms “Manufacturing” and “device” have been added to the definition of 
“drug outlet”.  


• A definition of “limited service” has been added.  
• Added “doing business in or into Idaho” to “drug outlets shall annually register 


with the Board”.  
• Realized efficiency by listing “drug outlet” and “device” in 54-1729 (1), striking the 


terms several times from the draft of 54-1729 (2). 
• “Facility operating a narcotic treatment program” has been struck from the draft 


of 54-1729(2), as this is now considered a limited service outlet.  
• Included “licensure” in the title of 54-1729, and added “out-of-state mail service 


pharmacy” to the list.  
 
The Board approved of the changes via unanimous consent.  


 
Mr. Johnston suggested the Board consider removing the request for prescriptive 
authority on controlled substances, for fear of opposition, and replace with prescriptive 
authority for fluoride and immunizations. Dr. Chopski believes the Board should 
continue on with the original proposed language. Mr. Johnston then requested 
permission to modify as he suggests, if said fear is realized.  The Board approved via 
unanimous consent.   
 
Mr. Johnston concluded the agenda item entitled 2011 Legislation and rule review by 
asking if the Board has any other issues with the 2011 pending language, excepting the 
prospective drug review and counseling changes that are to be discussed later in the 
meeting.  The Board had no additional issues.   
 
The intent in providing hypothetical situations to the Board is for the Board to provide 
feedback to its prosecutor as to how to proceed on the factual allegations described 
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herein. No hearing has been conducted, and there is absolutely no guarantee as to the 
truthfulness of the allegations. Andy Snook, DAG, presented to the Board two 
hypothetical situations. 
 
Hypothetical#1: A pharmacist accessed the Prescription Monitor Program (PMP) 
Controlled Substance Database (CSD) to look up data on co-workers, family members, 
and other people that he was not dispensing or considering dispensing to.  
 
Issue #1: Would the Board consider delegating authority to the Board’s staff to discipline 
via termination of the pharmacist on-line access to the PMP?  
 
The Board agreed to delegate authority to the Board’s staff, and to pursue additional 
discipline for egregious violations.  
 
Issue #2: Should Idaho Code be changed in the future to allow a pharmacist access to 
the PMP when performing pharmaceutical care?  
 
The Board is open to further discussion of possible statute change. 
 
Hypothetical #2:  A patient complained that a pharmacy dispensed a prescription 
without being offered counseling by a pharmacist. The prescription was for a new 
medication and the patient had specific questions about side effects related to a “black 
box” warning. The patient also complained that a confidential counseling area was not 
available.  
 
The Board directed Board staff to file a complaint, schedule a hearing, and to not 
stipulate.   
 
Mr. Johnston presented a proposal from the Idaho Pharmacy Leadership Counsel, 
comprised of members from ISHP, ISPA and ISU. Stepping forward for the presentation 
from the IPLC committee were Taylor Neilson, R.Ph., Samuel Hoagland R.Ph., and Dr. 
Paul Cady, as well as Pam Eaton of the Idaho Retailers Association (IRA). The 
proposed changes Section 54-1749, Idaho Code included:  
 


• Strike Sections 54-1749, 54-1739, and 54-1750, Idaho Code. 
• Move a severability clause to Section 54-1799, Idaho Code. 
• Introduce new Section 54-1739, Idaho code that includes:  


 
1. Before dispensing any prescription, a pharmacist shall complete a 


prospective drug review, as otherwise defined in this chapter. 
 


2. Before dispensing a prescription for a new medication, or when otherwise 
deemed necessary or appropriate, a pharmacist shall counsel the patient or 
caregiver. Counseling shall cover those points as otherwise defined in this 
chapter, and shall include such supplemental written materials as required by 
law or customary in that practice setting. For refills or renewed prescriptions, 
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a pharmacist or a technician shall extend an offer to counsel the patient or 
caregiver. If such offer is accepted, a pharmacist shall provide such 
counseling as necessary or appropriate in the professional judgment of the 
pharmacist. All counseling or offers to counsel shall be ‘face to face’ when 
possible, but if not possible, than a ‘reasonable effort’ shall be made to 
contact the patient or caregiver by telephone. Nothing in this section shall 
require a pharmacist to provide counseling when a patient or caregiver 
refuses such counseling or when it is otherwise impossible. Patient 
counseling shall not be required for inpatients of a hospital or institutional 
facility when licensed health care professionals administer the drug(s). 


 
3. This section shall apply to all registered and licensed pharmacies, including 


mail service pharmacies. In cases of prescriber dispensing, the prescriber 
shall perform the prospective drug review and counseling as herein required 
of a pharmacist. 


  
Much discussion ensued and the Board agreed to table their discussion regarding 
proposed language change to 54-1749 until after a lunch break.   
 
Dr. Henggeler calls the meeting to order after a lunch break.  
 
Mr. Neilson, R.Ph, noted that patients or caregivers within assisted living facilities where 
there is not a licensed health care professional administering the medications would be 
subject to the parameters of this proposal, his belief after hearing the debate that ‘by 
telephone’ should be struck, and that mail service pharmacy should not be exempt from 
counseling.  
 
Dr. Paul Cady reiterated that the proposal was to create one standard of care for the 
citizens of Idaho.  
 
JoAn Condie of ISPA commented that as a patient she would like to see counseling be 
treated the same whether walking into a pharmacy or receiving prescriptions from a mail 
service pharmacy.  
 
Matthew Ray district manager for Sav-On gave comment in support the patient’s right to 
refuse counseling and felt that professional judgment shouldn’t be taken from the 
pharmacist. He also supported mandatory pharmacist counseling in an inpatient setting. 
 
Judd Knudsen, R.Ph., commented that pharmacist counseling should not be mandatory 
on refilled prescriptions. Dr. Henggeler asked if Mr. Knudson would be comfortable with 
technicians offering to counsel on refills, and Mr. Knudsen was.  
 
Ms. Eaton commented that IRA is supportive of IPLC’s proposed changes, as written. 
They too want a level playing field with mail service pharmacy.   
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Board members resumed their discussion related to the proposed language change to 
Section 54-1749. The Board approved line numbers one (1) and three (3) as written. 
Line number two (2) was discussed sentence by sentence, and in great length by all the 
Board members, Mr. Johnston, Ms. Marcus, Mr. Hoagland, and Ms. Lynette Berggren, 
contracted paralegal.  
 
Ms. Berggren expressed concern about HIPPA and other federal laws regulating the 
business use of a telephone.   
 
Mr. Hoagland commented that he believed that Ms Berggren’s concerns were invalid.  
 
Dr Henggeler extended an offer of appreciation from the Board to the IPLC committee 
for their time and efforts. 
 
Dr. Henggeler voiced several concerns, including impact of the words “by telephone”. 
Dr. Henggeler was strongly opposed to an offer to counsel on refills, especially by 
technicians. Dr. Henggeler felt the language was complicated and hard to enforce.  
 
Dr. Chopski motioned to accept the language as written, with removal of the words ‘by 
telephone’ from sentence number four (4). Mr. Fraser seconded. The motion carried 
unanimously.   
 
In the reinstatement hearing regarding Carl Thulin, R.Ph., Dr. Henggeler presides. Ms. 
Marcus presented a summary of Mr. Thulin’s case, including Mr. Thulin’s voluntarily 
surrender of his license and controlled substance registration in lieu of the Board’s 2010 
complaint. Mr. Thulin presented his request for reinstatement, which included additional 
documentation concerning his license suspensions and/or revocation in Iowa and 
Michigan, as well as his arrests and convictions for alcohol related crimes. Mr. Collings 
presented a statement on behalf of the Board staff, including a recommendation that Mr. 
Thulin’s reinstatement be conditioned upon his contracting with Southworth Associates, 
the administrator of the Board’s pharmacy recovery network (PRN), that he successfully 
complete a PRN approved 72 hour in-patient evaluation, and that he comply with any 
treatment plan recommended by the evaluator. The Board questioned Mr. Thulin, and 
Mr. Collings. Mr. Thulin and Mr. Collings both made closing comments. Dr. Chopski 
motioned to accept the Board Staff’s recommendation. Dr. de Blaquiere seconded. The 
motion carried unanimously.  
 
Mr. Snook notified the Board that the cases for Heel Inc. and Violeta Segura-Medina are 
still pending and were vacated from the agenda.  
 
Mr. Snook presented Robert Johnston’s stipulation and consent order involving 
violations of rule #184.04 for failing to strictly follow the instructions of the person 
making writing or ordering a prescription and Section 37-2722, Idaho Code, for 
dispensing a controlled substance without a written prescription. Mr. Johnston’s 
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stipulated penalty included a one (1) year probation, $2,000 in administrative fines, 
investigative costs, and a written plan of action. Dr. Chopski motioned to accept the 
stipulated order as written. Mr. Fraser seconded. The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Mr. Johnston announced that the agenda items involving Lynette Berggren, contract 
paralegal, were again vacated due to a lack of time.  
 
Mr. Johnston presented the travel calendar, and explained that Teresa Anderson was 
currently in Chicago to discuss issues concerning the Board’s federal grant for the 
PMP’s CSD. The National Association of Boards of Pharmacy has proposed a second 
hub through which Boards can share data.   
 
 Mr. Johnston and the Board members scheduled 2011 dates for the Board meetings for 
the year 2011, including March 3rd and 4th in Boise, April 28th in Pocatello, June 16th in 
Boise, August 4th and 5th in Boise and October 26th and 27th in Boise. Dr. Henggeler 
plans to attend the NABP Annual meeting May 21-24, 2011, in San Antonio, TX. Dr. de 
Blaquiere and Mr. Fraser plan to attend the NABP District meeting October 4-6, 2011, in 
Seattle, WA.   
 
Glenn Luke presented the fiscal report to date; 


• Expenses and revenue year to date are on budget.  
• Controlled substance renewal count as of 8 a.m. on January 6, 2011; 


o 7377 renewal post cards were mailed in October 
o 6,148 renewed online (70 late)  
o 765 renewed with a paper renewal (1Late)  
o 6,913 total renewed  
o 89% of the registrations renewed utilized the online renewal system. 
o 464 Have not renewed, about 6% 
o 5 days into the late registration mode we have found 1 registrant has been 


practicing without a registration. 
• Current office space lease ends 2/28/2011. Due to several issues with 


building maintenance it was decided that a request for proposal (RPF) be 
sent out to commercial agents and owners to see what was available, and at 
what rate. The RFP begins January 7, 2011 and closes January 31, 2011. 
Depending on what comes back from the RFP, there is a possibility of a 
move. Cost associated with a move could be around $10,000. Money saved 
by not having a Board meeting in Coeur d’Alene, ID in 2011, the sale of 
agency vehicles, and grant funds that have been acquired for travel that are 
normally paid by the agency will help fund the move. 


 
Dr. Chopski requested status on 2012 budget request. At this point, a car purchase line 
item request was denied but all other request has been approved by the Governor. The 
budget request is awaiting review by the Legislature.  
 
Mr. Fraser asked the Board for their opinion of pharmacy technicians taking blood 
pressure of patients in the area near the pharmacy without the pharmacist being 
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involved. The Board feels this would be ok, so long as the technician does a screening 
only and does not give additional patient care. 
 
Dr. Chopski left the meeting at 4:37pm. 
 
Mr. Johnston addressed the Board regarding a letter that Mr. Collings had sent out to 
600 registered wholesalers, requesting practitioner RX item purchasing information. 
Findings on responses received and recorded to date include: 
 


• Twenty five (25) wholesalers are distributing Rx items, including controlled 
substances, to Idaho practitioners 


• Three (3) of those twenty five (25) ship veterinarian medications which leaves 
only 22 of concern 


• Of the twenty five (25), one (1) company was selling prescription medications 
to an entity that is unauthorized to receive them  


• Three (3) have no way to report the name of the person they are selling the 
prescription medication to. They can only identify the facility or building that 
they are shipping to. This is of concern because controlled substances are 
registered to the individual and not the facility. One of those individuals was 
asked and did recently voluntarily surrender his controlled substance 
registration    


• Several investigations are underway  
 
During inspector Q&A, Mike Brown expressed concern to the Board regarding three (3) 
compounding pharmacies that have been approached by a veterinarian in the magic 
valley area to make a compound medication that has been withdrawn from the market 
for human use. Dr. de Blaquiere commented that compounding must be done pursuant 
to a valid prescription. With a valid prescription it would be appropriate for the 
veterinarian to use the product in his office but would be considered manufacturing if the 
veterinarian dispensed the product. Mr. Johnston stated that he recently held the first 
compounding committee meeting, and this issue was discussed.  
 
Mr. Fraser motioned to adjourn, Dr. de Blaquire seconded. The vote was unanimous.  
Meeting adjourned at 4:51 p.m. 
 





